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Dedication 

A ntw natrin of people will be born again, 
the soend colour rrd will be restore4 
and no power on Lmik con prevent ik 

-Art Solomon, Native author and puet 

This work is dedicated to the women who participated in this study, for dl 
the knowledge and personal observations they have shared, and for their 
renewed hopes and ambitions for the future of First Nations. 



Abstract 

This research was based on Fust Nations women's experiences in a Native job 

training initiative called Key North. Its ovenidhg aim was to investigate how the training 

program made a ditFerence in students' lives, to explore which aspects of the training 

helped prepare the women for their placements and the job market and to pursue the 

questions of which ideas, styles of relating and philosophies were shared in the program 

that could be applied to other domains of life outside the work and study world. In-depth, 

open-ended i n t e ~ e w s  were utilized to understand the training experiences of Native 

women between nineteen and fifty years old who resided either on First Nations reserves 

or in urban locations in Northeastem Ontario. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  identified categories conceming: the training environment, the 

training pedagogy, the training curriculum, cultural and racial healing, persona1 change, 

constraints and themes identifying: 1) Key North as a stepping aone for Native women; 

and, 2) the women's experiences of racism and discrimination. These themes and 

categories were verified by both the participating women and by a second coder. The 

positive impact Key North training had on the women consulted for this study is evidence 

that the quality of programs and services for First Nations women can be ensured when 

education and training programs offer practical knowledge of how to live, cope, work and 

survive in the dominant culture dong with cultural knowledge for personal self-fulfilment, 

healing and growth. The Key North training program is testimony to what is possible 

when First Nations women are given opportunities to take control of their own lives and 

their own destinies. 
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CHAPTER ONE: TEE BACKGROUND 

Inttoduction 

It is widely recognked that Canadians of Abonginal' ongin have been 

disadvantaged in the econornic system. The barriers of racism have been wmpounded by 

associated high droput  rates fiom seçondary schools. The 1991 Cews revealed that 

unemployment rates among Aboriginals aged 15 to 64 averaged 15.1% compareci with 

8.5% for non- Aboriginals Prost, Crowley and Schwindt , 1995). Increasingly, Abonginal 

cornmunities have responded to the needs of their members with programs designed to 

develop necessary skills in a way which respects Native needs, culture and lifestyles. A 

variety of Native-run organizations have been found to be successful as measured by job 

placement and continuation in education (Frideres, 1993). It is thought that this success is 

due to the cultural cornponents of the program(s); however, the ways in which skills 

training and native values are interwoven have received little research attention. Even less 

evidence has been documentai that takes skills training, Native values and gender into 

account. 

This study examined an employment training prograrn for Native women called 

Key North located in Sudbury, Ontario. The prograrn has a Native women-run board and 

seeks to explicitly incorporate cultural training and recognition of women's situations into 

its programming. The objective of the study was to determine how these aspects of the 

'The tenns Aboriginal, Native and F i  Nations are used interchangeably in this document. 1 chose to use 
tbese terms throughout this thesis because 1 beard the women and the centre use al1 three of them . The tem 'First 
Natioas' bas a pliticai ammtation wbich &notes people who have lived under Euopean colonialisn, 'Native' relates 
to characteristics of culturd origin andfor background and 'Aboriginal* represents their original connection to this 
country. 



program interface with the skill training components to affect training outcornes. The 

program evaluation utilized qualitative methodology in order to view the program as 

closely as possible through the eyes of the participants. 

Review of  the Literstute 

An Overview o f  Adult Education in Canada 

Su Josiah Starnp, who was a British economist in the 19th century, describeci the 

role of adult education as assisting the adult "to eam a living, to live a life and to mould a 

world" (Selman and Dampier, 199 1, p. 1 5). Contemporary adult education programs 

continue to define adult education as having interrelated practical and emancipatory goals. 

Its practical fiinctions have been defined by Boggs (198 1 ) as four-fold: (1) the acquisition 

of vocational knowledge and skills required for job performance; (2) the creation of 

meaningfiil social roles that are acceptable by society; (3) the facilitation of recreational 

self-filfilment; and, (4) personal growth and self-development. 

As for its emancipatory potential, educators mainly operate upon the presumption 

that learning implies change, and for this reason, educators are in the business of changing 

people, and helping people to change themselves (Selman and Dampier, 199 1). Boggs 

(198 1) maintains that adult education is life-giving and c m  enhance personal growth and 

development to the extent that it: (1) enables the person to develop latent skills and a 

viable selfkoncept; (2) supporis the individual's dreams of achievement and progress 

toward a significant goal; and (3) provides access to greater oppominity. This 

mobüization ofadults' desires to grow and leam is seen to make contributions to the 

overaii society in that it aiiows for the r ea l i i on  of each citizen's potential (Boggs, 198 1) 



and contributes to the revitaiization of cuitUral and humanistic traditions. 

Adult education is also seen by many of its practitioners as a "reactive enterprisen 

that responds to the circumstances and agenda of the community within which it functions 

(Roberts, 1982; Seiman, 199 1). The post-WWn influx of immigrants from non-European 

countries has highüghted the need for educational training that would help these 

newcomers with their transition into Canada's job market (Seiman and Dampier, 199 1). 

During the 1960's. federal authorities began to invest funds in the provision of vocational 

and technical training as demand for adult education expanded (Selman and Dampier, 

1991). With these increases in fùnding, the federai government assumed a stronger role in 

the development of adult basic education. In the early 19601s, approxirnately one in 25 

Canadians took part in some form of adult education. By 1983, one in five Canadians had 

registered in courses (Selman and Dampier, 199 1). 

One of the political underpinnings of adult education has centered on equity issues: 

its role in improving the difficult social and economic circumstances of those adults who 

possess little education and, as a renrlt, are especially susceptible to a life of subjugation at 

the hands of those who hold the wealth and power (Selman and Dampier, 1991). Giving 

adults the means to acquire knowledge and skills is seen as helping them to gain a measure 

of control over their life circumstances which, in tum, creates the conditions necessary for 

the reduction of the political and econornic inequities that are so often associated with 

poverty. 

Adult education however, is considered to be only part of a process of lifelong 

leamhg for an individual. Job training, one branch of adult education, is also considered 
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to be a major wntnbutor to the continuation of that extended leaming process beyond the 

school years and into the workplace. IrnproWig adult education generally wiil eventuaiiy 

yield long-terrn retums for both Ontario's economy and its people but changes in our 

training cornmitment will b M g  more Unmediate benefits (Ontario Training and Adjustment 

Board, 199 1; Premier's Council, 1990). Together, education and training are considered 

the fiindamental and complementary building blocks for the h r e  of the Ontario labour 

force (OTAB, 1991 ; Premier's Council, 1990; Muszynski and Wolfe, 1989). For this 

reason, skills training should incorporate the best possible practices of good adult 

education. 

An Overview of Job Training in Canada 

Changes in the work place have been increasingly called for changes to training 

programs. The report of the Premier's Council in Ontario (1 990) argues that technological 

innovation, a highiy trained workforce, facility in marketing and a high degree of 

productivity will be necessary in order to guarantee that a sufficiently large base of 

companies can continue competing in the world markets to ensure future prospenty. 

Many h s ,  trade unions and individuai workers (Muszynski and Wolfe, 1989; OTAB, 

199 1; Premier's Council, 1990) have reported that our workplace training system as it 

stands today delivers an inadequate training effort which is of varying or poor quaiity. A 

preference for narrow, job-specific approaches to training which fail to provide workers 

with broader, technical and organizational skills have been found to deny workers the 

portable skills they need that would allow thern maximum mobility in a period of economic 

restnicturing and uncertainty (Betchennan et al, 1996; Premier's Council, 1990). The 



widespread concem in Ontario that the level and quality of training is not adequate to the 

restmcturing and skills challenges we fhce have b e n  conflmied by international 

comparisons, in which Canada appears to lag behind other major competing nations such 

as Gerrnany, Japan and Sweden who have been found to invest more on job training 

(Muuynski and Wolfe, 1 989; Premier's Cound, 1990). 

Traditionally, ernployen have taken responsibiiiîy for job-specific trainhg but have 

relied heavily on the public training and eduuttionai system for most generic skills training. 

Generic skills are those which workers can use in many jobs such as analytical, problem 

solving, and workplace interpersonal skills as well as the broad technical skills that may be 

found in the skilled trades or in the operation of personal cornputers. With the advent of 

new inforrnation-based technologies and the shift to a more flexible and multi-skilled 

worKorce, employers have been finding that 'genenc' workplace skills are becoming 

increasingiy important relative to job-specific skills (Muszynski and Wolfe, 1989; OTAB, 

199 1 ; Premier's Council). Labour activists too have proposed similar guidelines for good 

quality training in a similar vein: 1) training should be developmental in that it mua teach 

skills in a way that goes beyond a pariicular task, job or work ara; and 2) the training 

content should point beyond the object of training in that it must be generic in nature. 

This broad, more generai approach to training is considered to best serve the needs of 

both individual worken and the province by providing workers with a more solid 

foundation to acquire new skills and to move to different and better jobs in a penod of 

economic restructuring. Such an approach to training enables people to take more control 

over their working lives and provides a solid foundation for an economy based on high 



quality jobs (Premier's Council, 1990). 

Access to training prograrns for different groups withh a society is a fùndamental 

social equity issue which also needs to be addresseci. From the workets perspective, 

training is about enhancing one's career life chances and economic retums and for that 

reason, it is integrally w ~ e c t e d  to issues of oppominity and personal advancement 

(Premids Council, 1990). Ontario has (and continues to) experience its share of 

unemployment, particularly in its northem regions. Even where jobs are available, 

'displaced' workers have been found often to lack the required skills to fit readily into new 

jobs. The process of finding work is, therefore, far more traumatic for some groups than 

for others. Few transferable skills and low levels of basic education limits the ability of 

many worken to face the challenges posed by unemployrnent and displacement (Droa et 

al, 1995; OTAB, 199 1 ; Premief s Council, 1990). A lack of basic English language 

abilities is a complicating factor in the adjustment process for both recent immigrants and 

non-English speaking Canadians (Premier's Council, 1 990). 

Immigrant workers and visible rninorities, in particular, have encountered unique 

problems in the process of adjustment and have experienced longer spells of 

unemployment (Drost et al, 1992; OTAB, 1991; Premier's Council, 1990). These 

problems have corne either in the form of racism or other social barrien which prevent 

their realking the full benefits of the education system and access to training and jobs. 

Access to adult education thus represents the best means to ensure that problems of 

iihteracy are overcome and good quality training helps develop skilis which are 

marketable. Because these groups represent a special category of training needs, they 



share two charactaistics: 1) they have had limited employment success; and, 2) their 

training needs are Iürely to necessitate additionai support, often to accommodate longer 

penods ofadjustment and counselling in basic sicilis and require far more in the way of 

remedial educetion and training due to theù lack of success in the Canadian school system 

(Premier's Council, IWO). Due to the unevenness of job opportunities, especially in 

remote northem areas, training cannot guarantee employment but it may offer the kind of 

generic job training that would make the person adaptable to a variety of employment 

situations and possibilities for fùrther training and education. 

There is little good information available on the relative quality and effectiveness 

of any of the different training initiatives which have been offered, let alone those oflered 

to disadvantaged groups. Much of the available research on training mostly involves a 

description of training activity and almost exclusively on what Betcherman et al. (1 996) 

refer to as "first generation issues" -how many firms provide training and how many 

employees receive it. There is much less evidence on what they refer to as "second- 

generation issues": 1) the effects of workplace training on firms, workers and society; 2) 

the anatomy of the training decision and identification of the kind of incentives that will 

encourage greater in training investments and 3) the relationships between training and 

other human resource management practices (Betcherman et al, 1996). An evduation of 

training prograrns focussed on disadvantaged groups needs to take into consideration their 

history of oppression and their experiences in the mainstream school system. 

An Overview of First Nations Education in Canada 

The long-lasting sense of alienation and mistration feh by many Natives towards 
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Canadian society today is, in large part, a product of the educationai system to which they 

were subjected d u ~ g  the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Mackay and Myles, 1995; 

Wilson, 1992). Policies written to aâdress Native education cm histoncally be considered 

to consist of two pheses. The first phase, from 18674945. was guided by a paternalistic 

ideology. It was ody in the second phase, from 1945 to the present, that a more 

democratic ideology was adopted for Native education. The paternalistic policy was 

primarily promoted by govemments, churches and religious orden through their 

presumptions that Natives were backward children and were in desperate need of 

Christian direction. The goal was to make Native people into 'civilized' members of 

society . 

The paternalistic period was a result of the imposition of immigrant culture on the 

aboriginal inhabitants of Nonh Amenca. The British and French settlers who came to 

Canada in large numbers following the American Revolution in 1776 seemed intent upon 

permanent colonization. However, their initial attempts to dominate and conquer the 

indigenous populations exemplified what R.A. Schermerhorn termed, "minimum" racisrn. 

In this approach, dark skimed people were defined as 'backward' or 'less evolved' but 

were, nevertheless, seen as capable of training (Wilson, 1992). As Christian Humanitarism 

becarne an important component of the "civilization impulse," the assimilation of Natives' 

civilization under the nabric of 'improvement7 was considered to be absolutely "necessary" 

(Wilson, 1992). For this reason, the process of religious conversion was accomplished by 

exposing al1 Native children to the same curriculum as was taught to white children 

(Wilson, 1992). 
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In 1830, the transfer of responsibility for First Nations from miütary authority to 

the civü govemon of the Canada was implemented in order to maintain Native loyalty to 

the crown and to conserve their assistance as  allies (Wilson, 19%). The first known 

Thdian school' in Upper Canada to use Engüsh was set up by the Society Propagation of 

the Gospel for the Six Nations at the Bay of Quinte in 1 784. By the early nineteenth 

century, concern was increasing across ail the provinces over the deposition and education 

of the Native population. Most colonial and church officiais maintained that problems of 

Native adjustment to white society could best be met if Natives leamed to hold and 

respect the sarne values as white people and this could only be accomplished in a 

residential school setting (Assembly of First Nations, 1994; Wilson, 1992). 

When schooling for First Nations children came under colonial control in 1867 

with the passing of the British North Arnencan Act, in that same year, the Indian Act 

secured the dominance of whites over Native education through an "Indian Education 

Policy" (Assembly of First Nations, 1994; Frideres, 1993; Barman, Hebert, McCaskill, 

1992). This educational policy was to be enforced in three separate forms consisting of: 

(1) the assimilation, (2) segregation and (3) integration of Fint Nations peoples with the 

adoption of a residential school mode1 which placed a great emphasis on Christian 

religious instruction ( h e m b l y  of First Nations, 1994; Frideres, 1 993; Haig-Brown, 1995; 

Barman et al, 1992). Under the Indian Act, religious organizations such as the Roman 

Catholic, Anglican, United and Presbyterian churches began to educate Natives, 

predominantly in residential schools focussing on eliminating Native languages, traditions 

and beliefs (Fnderes, 1993; Haig-Brown, 1995; Wilson, 1992). In the period after 1945, 
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an "open-door policy" to dlow bands to pay tuition fees to send Native children off the 

reserve to raeive an education in nearby schools (Frideres, 1993). While students were 

no longer subjected to direct attempts at asshüation they were, at the same the ,  also not 

given an eûucation which took the history of their oppression hto consideration. 

The immense sense of dissatisfaction that Native people experienced in the non- 

Native educational system resulted in a document d m  up by the National Indian 

Brotherhood in 1972 entitled, Indian Control of Indian Education (Haig-Brown, 1995). 

The process of implementing First Nations control over education began in 1973 when the 

federal goverment accepted the basic goals expressed in that document. The NIB 

document was a statement of philosophy, goals, principles, and directions with a focus on 

the four main areas of responsibilities, programs, teachers, and facilities. The document 

identified 2 central goals: 1) to reinforce Indian identity; and, 2) to provide the training 

necessary for making a good living in a modem society (Haig-Brown, 1995). This 

document advocated the provision of knowledge, attitudes and life-skills necessary for 

Native youth to become self-sufficient and contnbuting mernbers in society (Barman et al, 

1 992). In 1976, the National Indian Brotherhood atternpted to follow up on the agreed- 

upon educational policy by proposing revisions to the education section of the Indian Act 

because there was no legal basis in the Act to transfer control of education to First 

Nations' people (Barman et al, 1992). This attempt, to a great degree, has not yet been 

fLUy formalized across Canada and, because chiîdren's education continued to show iittle 

improvement, the need for adult education and job training had become (and continues to 

be) an important priority for Fust Nations' cornrnunities (Haig-Brown, 1995). 



Ethnie and Racial Identity in Educatioa: Its Purpose and Function 

Peter Berger (1967 as cited in Driedger, 1989 p. 202) speaks of "the socially 

constructeci world as an ordering of experience into a meaningful order, a nomos, which 

acts as a shield against terror" and uses the symbol of a " s a d  canopy" (a tent-like roof) 

to illustrate how it acts as a fom of protection against any threat(s) to the socially 

wnstnicted world. The stakes which hold up the roof of the tent are dso important 

because, if destroyed. they could break down and threaten the inhabitants' protection. 

The four stakes which hold up the canopy include: (1) an ideology or religion; (2) an 

ethnic community; (3) an ethnic culture; and, (4) the land or tenitory in which the group 

resides. The sacred canopy is also thought to be mobile and for this reason, nornos- 

building can be seen aspitching a sacred canopy to help shield an individual or group from 

terror or rneaninglessness. In this sense, the canopy helps 'house reality' into a meaningfil 

sense of order where al1 four components (or stakes) are considered to be in symbiotic 

inter-relationships. The land acts as a crucible in which the community and culture are 

fomed and the religious ideology is moulded by these outer circumstances and acts as the 

driving force behind shaping the cornmunity and culture. 

Dreidger (1989) utilizes Berger's concept of constmcting nomos to create meaning 

for groups of people who have historically been confronted with threats to their canopies 

(ethnic and racial identities) as a result of colonization. The Blackfoot in his example, 

experienced both threats to and the ultimate destruction of their sacred canopy. The four 

aakes of the Blaclâoot canopy consisting of the land (Prairies), culture (nomadic living 

and Mestyle), wmmunity (traditional cornmunity life) and ideology (Native spiritual and 
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reiigious beliefs that are strongly centred around the land, culture and community) were 

destroyed by European colonization. As a food- gathering people, the prairie Indians 

were f d  with a complete reconstruction of their sacred canopy when they were forced 

from the open plains ont0 resewe settiements. While some stakes which hold up the 

sacred canopy may Vary, the BIackfoot expenence is unfortunately a pervasive r d t y  for 

Native communities across Canada. The importance of al1 four stakes holding up the 

canopy suggests why land clairns issues are so integraily tied to issues of Native control 

over education (Haig-Brown, 1 995). 

The hard social lessons of colonization on First Nations' cultures and identities 

clearly point to the urgency for a new approach to schooling and education that responds 

appropriately to the challenge, expenence and reality of difference and diversity in Canada 

(Banneji, 1995; Dei, 1996). As Omi and Winant (1 993 as cited in Dei, 1996) have 

asserted Euro-Canadian/Amencan society has become so socially raciaiized that to have 

no racial identity is to be in danger of having no identity at dl. The notion of identity is 

also linked with the processes of knowledge production and use (Banne rji, 1995; Dei, 

1996). And, as Banneji (1995) asserts, for the "colonized" or "raced", their notion of 

identity involves a loss of an identity that was replaced with the 'colonizer's' meaning and 

definition of who they were and more importantly, who they should not or will not be. 

The Indian Act had the effect of imposing a patriarchal social structure on band councils 

which were nui by men in ways which were Iess accountable to Native women than had 

been true in the past. The double standard for native women who marrieci off the reserve 

was a case in point which stnpped them of their Fust Nations' aatus as Indians (Frideres, 
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1993). For these reasons, the need for an WC or racial identity in education is to help 

"negatem the imposed identities for Native men and women that were inflictecl by violent 

and oppressive settlers (Banneji, 1995). 

Paulo Friere (197 1) has argued that education is, by its very nature, a political 

process that either promotes the assumptions of the present political system or questions 

them. Wlthin the context of the poor Brazilian villages where he worked, Friere noticed 

that, once the village members began to acquire literacy, significant economic and political 

consequences emerged. Their newly acquired knowledge helped them to explain the 

origins of their social and economic positions, consequently leading them to question their 

existing standing in society (Friere, 1971). The process of obtaining this new sense of 

enlightenment with regards to their unfair and unjust social and economic circumstances, 

was referred to by Fnere as "conscientization". The process of becorning aware of the 

contradictions concerning the social, economic and politicai situation gave villagers the 

power of knowledge to resolve them (Friere, 197 1). 

In Canada, Friere's ideas regarding the education of the oppressed adult have 

helped disadvantaged groups gain a sense of control over their lives (Selman and Dampier, 

199 1). According to Dei (1 W6), Canada is a "racially conscious" society in which racial 

identities can influence the social and political practices in which immigrant and nonoWhite 

groups engage. Those who develop strong, positive, conscious sense of "themselves" can 

fa1 empowered to inauence the social and political situations they so often have had to 

endure. Whiie residential schools have disappeared, many of their s u ~ v i n g  students and 

families are sri11 faced with repairing the darnage they caused. As Native peoples organite 



to re-claim their place in Canadian society, FUst Nations struggle for wntrol over 

i n s t i o n s  including health, justice, education and training and seülgoverrunent must be a 

major force for action to recreate and revitalize their cultural identities. 

Native-NO Oqanizations to Help Replace the Sacred Canopy 

Unfomuiately, most Native students have been found to expenence diflticulty 

progressing through the Canadian public school system and the majority of those students 

who do 'make it' through the system have not been academically prepared for post- 

secondary education since most have been placed in vocational education and general 

studies programs (Mackay and Myles, 1995; Manitoba Department of Education, 1990). 

For this reason, there was (and to continues to be) an urgent need to develop and 

implement strategies that address the education, training and employment needs of 

Aboriginal Canadians with initiatives that are nin by Abonginais. 

Native organizations and comrnunities have been frustrated in their efforts to 

secure governrnent fûnding for education and training initiatives (Frideres, 1993; Manitoba 

Department of Education, 1990; Haig-Brown, 1995). In the pst, the govenunent's 

approach has focussed on providing programs and services for Natives largely delivered 

by the non-Native bureaucracy. A variety of attempts since the early 1950's have been 

made by a number of Native groups to help restore their sacred canopies and although the 

process of First Nations' taking mntrol over programs and seMces for their communities 

has been gradual, the Native-run organizations that have emerged have become much 

more multifaceted and complex in both in their stmctures and with regard to the specitic 

concems and needs they address (Frideres, 1993). 
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OrganUations run by Native people have had a long tradition in Canada. Initially, 

these organizations were generally tied to s p d c  concems such as land claims issues 

(Frideres, 1993). The organizations that have emerged over the past few decades have 

been formed to serve a specific need at a specific time and place. In urban centres, for 

example, many organizations were founded to offer relief fiom the frustration felt by many 

Natives who had recently lefi the reserve (Frideres, 1993). For example, Ftiendship 

Centres were developed to help create an atmosphere in which Natives with similar 

backgrounds, values and experiences could meet to discuss ways of coping and adapting 

to urban life. Another example, the Native Women's Association of Canada --a Native 

women-run organization was forrned in the early 1980's initially to address issues of 

sexudy inequality for Native women and presently stiil invests in research initiatives that 

examine Native women's standing in Native and nonoNative society (Frideres, 1993). 

The emergence of a number of Native organizations since the late 1960's reflects 

the impact that two major political events have had on First Nations cornrnunities across 

Canada (Frideres, 1993). First, the White Paper on Indian Policy that was introduced by 

the Liberai governrnent in 1969, attempted to eradicate the Department of Indian Mairs 

and reserve settlement by assirnilating al1 people of Native ancestry into the white 

Canadian culture. This plan evoked a strong response of disapproval and received 

resistance from Native people across the country that prevented the policy fiom becoming 

reality. Second, federal funding was made available to Native organizations beyond that 

provideci by the Department of Indian and Northern Anairs. In order to address issues of 

high unemployment amongst Native peoples, Immigration and Employment Canada spent 



more than 139 million dollars in 1989 to provide training services to nearly 24,000 

Abonginai people across the country (Fnderes, 1993). Its two main aims were skills 

development and uiban ernployment. Skills development was inwrporated in order to 

expand manageriai, professional and vocational skills arnong Aboriginal people under 

programs that included Aboriginal people in the planning and implementation of local 

strategies. Urban employment programs were implemented to assist Aboriginal people 

who [ive in urban areas to find employment through training and work expenence 

initiatives that are nin by and for Abonginals (Frideres, 1993). 

The attempts to help Native snidents accommodate and prepare for fomal, post- 

secondary education have been initiated because the Canadian school system has (and still 

is) made for white rniddle class Canadians (Frideres, 1993). Colonialism and its 

oppressive influence for Natives in shaping and moulding our present educational systern 

obviously does not wry with it any roots in the history or world view of First Nations 

people. And for this reason, it is a system that is difficult for Aboriginal people to utilize 

with confidence and trust and to identiQ with fiom their own experience (Lee, 1992). 

There is Little documentation in the public sphere about training programs that 

have been designed for Native clients and others who have had poor and unsuccessful 

experiences with the educational system in Canada. The few exceptions are: 1) the 

Alberta Vocational Centres; 2) Keyano College in North Eastern Alberia; and 3) the 

Native Education Centre in British Columbia. These programs have al1 combined 

classroom training with on-the-job work experience, usually using a competency-based 

approach. The purpose of these centres is to ensure that a comprehensive range of needed 
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adult education programmes and srnices are offered to adults who have less than a high 

school diplorna. 

Haig-Brown's (1 995) study of the Native Education Centre in Vancouver, B.C. 

showed that Native control over education is not complete and that Native-run 

educational programs must grapple with the contradictions inherent in theù preparaton of 

students for the nonoNative occupational structure. Yet, her critical ethnographie study 

of the centre participants and teachers found that participants felt that they had regained a 

sense of control over their own lives. Their ability to leam more about Native culture, 

even if it was not always directly Iinked to their own people's traditions, encouraged 

students to become interested in their Native identities and become instruments of social 

change in their own communities. 

What little information there is on Native-run training programs seems to indicate 

that they do not serve men or women exclusively. Instead, they offer a range of programs 

which might be selected differentially by men or women. One could make a case, 

however, for culturally onented training that is directed exclusively to women. Native 

women have faced discrimination in employment as do various racial and ethnic minorities 

and, in addition, they face a gender- segregated labour market (Armstrong and 

Armstrong, 1990). At the same time, the workings of the Indian Act have 'doubly' 

disadvantaged Native women within the Native wmmunity. Operating with an overall 

male-dorninated political system within the NonoNative culture has meant that band 

coud politics have becorne a male domain (Frideres, 1993 ; Brant and Hill, 1995). 

Culnirally and traditionaliy, Native women and men alike agree that it is women 
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who carry the crucial role of being the primary transmitten of Native culture and without 

strong, confident women to fiiifill aich roles (Brant and Hill, 1995) it would be easy to 

infer thet Native cultures and traditions could be fbrther endangered. For this reason, 

education and training run by and for Native women has the added potential of f o s t e ~ g  

and r e s t o ~ g  the values, purpose and goveming power that Native wornen once had and 

were responsible for implementing within their homes and families. 

Embracing a New Training Culture: Key North OFtice Services and Training 

In 1980, the N'Swakamok Native Fnendship Centre in Sudbury, Ontario began 

discussions about the difficulties facing Native people and identified unemployment as a 

major problem. Positive ernployment and training opportunities for Native people, 

particularly, Native women, came to be seen as prionties. In 1982, the Board and staffof 

the Fnendship Centre began meeting and organizing data collection on the needs and 

prionties of the Sudbury Native community . In May, 1983, the development phase of an 

ernployment training progrm for Native women began. This program, called the Sudbury 

Native Woments Training Project, was initially fùnded by Employrnent and Immigration 

Canada (C.E.I.C.). Project staffwere hired and consultants were contracted to complete a 

fdbility study which was to: 1) speciQ the target population for the program; and, 2) to 

conduct a market analysis of word processing services and ernployment opportunities for 

trained operators. A funding submission for a Native training centre for women was 

accordingly presented to C. E. 1. C. (Job Corps) in March of 1984. This submission was 

approved and "Key North" began providing training in May of that year. 

Key Nonh wntinued to operate as a program of the Native Friendship Centre 



from May 1984 to May 1989. Within the Native cornmunity, Key North quickiy 

established itselfas a reputable training/employment centre for Native women. In the 

business community, Key North also became weU known for the quality of trained 

participants entering the work force upon completion of their training. In May 1989, Key 

North was incorporateci as a charitable, not-for-profit organization under the name of Key 

North Ofnce Services and Training. It is presently managed by a 10-member Board of 

Directors and five administrative staffpositions. Al1 board members and al1 staff memben 

are women. The staffcomplement includes a manager, an administrative support worker, 

a program coordinator and an employee support worker. The program coordinator and 

employee support worker (the only non-Native woman on staff) are also the two 

instructon on staff. Program funding is received through Pathways (Human Resources 

and Development Canada), via the Gezhtoojig Sudbury Area Management Board. This 

regional management board is based in Sudbury, Ontario and receives it funding fiom 

Hurnan Resources and Development Canada and supplies funding for education and 

training to nine First Nations communities in North, Northeastem and Northwestem 

Ontario. 

Key North staff  and board members consider themselves to be a circle of people 

contnbuting to the advancement of Native women's employrnent opportunities and 

providing a positive profile for Native women in the Native and nonoNative cornmunity. 

The mandate of Key North is to provide training opportunities for Native women in an 

environment which is sensitive to Native culture and leadng styles. Native women with a 

minimum level of  grade 10 education qualie for the training program and, upon 
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admission, are paid the current rate of minimum wage for the duration of the program. 

The overail program is 24-28 weeks in length and is deüvered in four phases. Phase One 

takes place in the classroom and consists of 14 weeks of skills development that include 

keyboarding, technical skills, office procedures, üfe skills, job searcb, Engiish, training in 

the spreadsheet, Lotus, and accounting. Phase Two includes a dweek intemal placement 

at Key North and Phase Three contains a 6-week extemal moperative work placement 

with a local area employer (either Native or non-Native-run). Lastly, Phase Four has the 

students complete a 2-week job search. A good proportion of its students (66%)' were 

found to have either returned to school for fùrther education or to have obtained fùll or 

part-time employment upon completion of the progrm. As a result, Key North board 

members and staf f  have corne to realize that the training program has made a difference in 

many students' lives; however, the question that remains is, how it makes difference? 

Research Questions 

There is a wealth of information on the poor quality education, poverty, and 

inadquate housing sufFered by Aboriginal people in Canada that is a result of past and 

present discrimination @urst, 1992). The existing literature has mapped out the types of 

Native organizations that exia and the pnmary purpose(s) and function(s) they serve 

(Frideres, 1993; Selman and Dampier, 1990). Less available in standard data bases have 

been assessments of how these programs operate to promote cultural understanding and, 

at the sarne time, prepare participants for employment in both Native and non-Native 

'The Key North training program fo11ows graduates of the program for a period of 3 to 6 months after 
completion of the program in order to doaunent how tnany women are in jobs or have pursueci other school-dted 
initiatives. This aatistic was obtained h m  an A M U ~  Report chat was printed in 1995 for the Board of Directors. 



settings (Haig-Brown, 1 995). 

Given the near success of the Canadian govemment's pre-1945 policies in 

eradicating Native culture and the absequent policy of transfemng only limited power 

through local Native goverment, any progress made by Native groups would seem to 

require attention to the physical and psychological dering Native people have 

undergone. At the same time, many of the employment opportunities that would improve 

the econornic situation of Natives lie outside Native-run communities. As Haig-Brown 

(1995) has noted, there is a potential contradiction inherent in any Native-nin prograrn 

which seeks to foster Native identity as a step toward empowerment and, at the same 

time, prepares Native students to adapt to the structures of nonNative econornic 

opportunities. 

This evaluation research project seeks to understand how the cultural aspects of 

Key North, a Native women-run training prograrn for Native wornen, are linked to the job 

training cornponents of the program. Since few prograrn evduations have focussed on 

women as clients, the reactions of Native women to such programs ments exploration. 

The strong co~ect ions between paid work and family work for women in general and the 

special nature of Native women's involvement in community life have prompted questions 

about the effects of the training on women's involvement in family and community as well 

as their involvement in paid work. 

In keeping with the above objectives, t h e  research questions guided the d û d o n  

of this shidy/evaluation: 

1. How does the Key North Office Training program make a diserence in women's Lives? 



2. What aspects of the program do its participants feel help pnpare thern for (a) theù 
placement and (b) paid work in the labour force? 

3. Are there any ideas, styles of relating and philosophies shared in the Key North 
program which emerge from or can be applied to other domains of Native women's lives 
beyond the job placement and paid work in the labour force? 



CHAPTER TWO: LISTENING TO WOMEN'S VOICES 

AU researchers need to consider a wide range of methods in order to utilize the 

method(s) best suited to the socially structureci necessities of the research situation 

(Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Qualitative methods have been welcomed by F i  Nations 

and women's groups especidy ifthqr can share in the decision-making process and 

suggest the direction the research project will take (Hoare, Levy and Robinson, 1993). 

Participatory research, also temed, action research, was introduced by Kurt Levin almost 

40 years ago (Brown and Tandon, 1983). It is defined by Rapapon as research which: 

aims to contnbute both to the practical concems of people [...] and to the 
goafs of social science by joint collaboration within a mutudly acceptable 
ethical framework. " (1 970, p.499 as cited in Brown and Tandon, 1983). 

This definition stresses that research and power-sharing are not rnutually exclusive. AU 

remchers need to consider a wide range of methods in order to utilize the rnethod(s) 

best suited to the wcially structured necessities of the research situation (Strauss and 

Corbin, 1990). Qualitative methods have been welcomed by First Nations and women's 

groups especially if they wi share in the decision-making process and suggest the 

direction the research project will take (Hoare, Levy and Robinson, 1993). Also, 

participant involvement produces cornmon interests and promotes the kind of mutual trust 

between the researcher and clients whic h enhances the quality of information acquired 

(Brown, and Tandon, 1983). 

Pnor to constructing a framework for this study, 1 contacted Key North Office 

Services since the organization was interested in having its program evaluated; 1 attendeci 

a Board meeting at which 1 introduced myself and discussed possible research approaches. 
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1 invitad the board members' input and provided t h e  for Board memben to disaiss 

research possibilities. Once 1 had found out that the Board had agreed to my conducting 

program evaluation research at the training centre, 1 agreed to prepare and present a 

research proposal so that the Board and 1 muid tiirther collaborate and arrive at a 

mutuaily agreed upon strategy. We agreed that throughout the research process, the 

Board members would be kept up to date on a regular basis as to how the research was 

proceeding so that ongoing input could be obtained fiom them. 

In addition to the benefits of group empowement, qualitative research has the 

benefit of capturing the 'nchness', 'wholeness', and 'cornplexity' of the phenornena under 

study (Patton, 1987; Creswell, 1993). Program evaluations also lend themselves to the 

coliection of qualitative data where 'process' and 'uniqueness' are the focus in an evaluation 

(Patton, 1987). Because the qualitative paradigrn helps to facilitate the construction of 

meaning and context it is best suited to assess the students' perceptions of the program 

process. 

Obtaininn Partici~ants 

Prior to commencement of data collection, the research proposal was approved by 

a number of cornmittees. The methodology set  out for the study was first approved by the 

Board of Directors at Key North. It subsequently undenvent an ethical review by the 

Centre for Research in Human Development and the Laurentian University Ethics 

cornmittee. Following the approval of the research proposal by these cornmittees, 

invitation letters were sent out by Key North to past participants (refer to Appendix A) 

and new students (refer to Appendix B) who were to begin training in January of 1996. 
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The invitation letter introduced myseifas the researcher, outlined the purpose for my 

study at Key North and described the requirements involved in the project. To strengthen 

the reliability of cornparisons between the expenences of recent graduates and women 

who were participating in the prograrn, requests for recent graduate participants (a pool of 

approximately 53 students) were resaicted to women who had completed their training 

during the 199311994 and 1994195 academic sessions, because there had been significant 

changes to training program in cumculum and course content pnor to 1993. 

After the invitation letters were sent out (see Appendix A and B), it was up to the 

women to contact me by telephone or by returning the bottom portion of the invitation 

letter to a mailbox at Key North marked 'researcher'. Following a response, 1 contacted 

them for an interview. Ten current students and five program graduates initially contacted 

me to participate in an interview. Follow- up phone calls to the graduates of the program 

were conducted by an Administrative Suppon Worker at Key Nonh after an appropriate 

amount of time, about two months, had passed. We felt it would be more appropriate to 

have someone from Key North contact the students. Thineen additional graduates of the 

prograrn agreed to participate as a result of these follow-up calls. 

The pariicipants for this study consisted of twenty eight women of Aboriginal 

descent, 10 of whom were enrolled in the training program at the time of the evaluation 

and 18 of whom graduated from the prograrn within three years pnor to the start of the 

interviews. A total of 10 graduates from the l993/94 session and 8 fkom the 1994195 

session volunteered for an interview. The characteristics of women participants are 

presented as grouped data in order to ensure that their identities remain confidentid shce 
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Key North is a relatively small trainhg centre, training only 10-14 women at a time. 

Women were classifiecl according to their ages, the ages of their children and their marital 

status to ensure that their identities would remain confidentid. Of the total of 18 women, 

9 were between 19 and 24 years of age, 6 were between 25 and 30, 2 fell into the 3 1-to- 

34 age range, 7 were between ages 35 and 40 and the remaining 4 were between 41 and 

50 years of age. Eleven women had no children, 5 had infants/toddlers (0-2 years), 7 had 

pre-schoolers (3-6 years), 9 had school-aged children (7- 12 years) and 5 wornen had 

young adults (13 years and older). Twelve women were married, 2 were divorced, 9 were 

living cornmon-law and 5 were married. At the time of the interviews, 24 women were 

living in a Nonhem Ontario city/town and 4 resided on First Nations reserves in Northem 

Ontario. 

Data were collected through in-depth in te~ews  that began in December 1995 and 

were completed by September 1996. There were two components to this research 

endeavour. The first component included a longitudinal investigation of current prograrn 

participants over the entire course of the classroorn and practicum phases of the training 

program. This part of the research process included three rounds of inte~ewing with the 

students. Once contact was made, round one of the evaluation was launched for midents 

mently enrolled in the program. A date was set for an initial interview to take place 

with each student before she began her training. This set of interviews was oriented 

toward deterrnining the goals and objectives of the participants as weîi as relevant social 

background information. This initial i n t e ~ e w  also provided me with the opporhmity to 

dwelop rapport with the women and allowed me the opportunity to field any questions or 
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wncans they might have about the research 1 was conducting at the training centre. 

The second component of the research consisted of a one-time i n t e ~ e w  with 

program graduates. This component was irnplemented after the incoming students had 

received their pre-program interview. For this part of the study, 1 inte~ewed 18 

graduates of the program. My in-depth interviews with them were directed at obtaining 

information about the placement issues that foîiowed the course/training and their own 

evaluation of the program. Knowledge obtained from graduates also provided data on 

factors in the job placement which affect the viability of long-term ernployrnent. The 

transcripts of the interviews with the graduates formed the buik of the data and were 

utilized for building the interview schedules for the current students. 

Rounds three and four of the research with the current students involved follow-up 

interviews of one-and-a-half to two hours in length. These interviews took place at the 

end of the students' 14-week skills development period and the extemal work-placement. 

This set of i n t e~ews  helped to determine whether the goals and objectives the students 

had established for themselves were being met and also identified the role of Key North's 

prograrnrning in their classroom and practicum(s) experience. 

A participatory component was initially planned for the project. This would have 

involved my attendance during the May 1996 mident intake in order that 1 might 

document the training prognim and relate this documentation to the expenences 

mentioned by the participants. Unfominately, the reality of the funding process that year 

prevented the training program from accepting a scheduled intake of women that spring 

which M e r  prevented me fiom spendig tirne with new students during their class and 



course work. 

The Interview Schedules 

A nurnber of key areas were identified in the preliminary form of the h t e ~ e w  

schedule that represented important aspects of education and training for First Nations 

groups. Questions were formulated around these key areas to faditate a thorough 

examination of the women's experiences at Key North. These key areas included: 

(1)progra.m content; (2) content relevance and practicality; (3) availability of support; (4) 

past educatiod expexience; and, (4) personal t houghts and reflections. The initial 

i n t e ~ e w  schedule was pilot tested with a Key North graduate who had not attended the 

program during the academic sessions selected for this evaluation. The content and the 

phrasing of questions for the interview schedule were modified in accordance with her 

responses. A greater and more in-depth emphasis was placed on pursuing participants' 

past experiences and knowledge of their cultural heritage, education and work-related 

expenence as they pertained to the training they underwent at Key North. 

Following the completion of the first few graduate interviews, the audiotapes of 

the sessions were transcribed verbatim. Rom the transcnpts, an initial categorization 

process was c d e d  out which identified emerging themes and issues mentioned in each 

interview. The issues were then grouped according to their sihlarities and named. This 

pre-categoriration facüitated the identification of personal and cultural issues relating to 

the 'training' experiences at Key North. The knowledge obtaîned here was usefùl in 

constnicting the i n t e ~ e w  schedule I used with current program participants so a similar 

pre-interview categorization process was carried out throughout the interview process for 
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the second, third and fourth round of i n t e ~ e w s  with current students. Appendk D 

contaimi the interview scheddes for both m n t  students and past graduates of the 

program* 

Interviewinn the Women 

Patton (1987) argues that the fundamental pnnciple of qualitative interviewing is 

to provide a fiamework within which respondents can express their own understandings in 

their own tems. The purpose of interviewing, then, is to allow the researcher to hear the 

other person's perspective - the other person's point of view. Accordingly, an open- 

ended question should not give the participant a sense of what their response should 

consist. Instead, a truly open-ended question allows the participant to deliver any answer 

they want by selecting fiom their own 'personal' experience (Patton, 1987). It was 

essential to this research that the questions 1 asked were not leading ones in order that 

questions about Native culture were not merely artifacts of the study. I took great pains 

to ensure that the questions did not suggea a particular answer and questions about the 

women's perceptions, knowledge of and expenence with their heritage and culture were 

situated at the end of the interview schedules. 

The format of the inteniews in this study followed a structured, open-ended 

format in which al1 of the women were asked the same questions, in the same order. In 

sorne cases, questions were re-phrased to make more sense, either by myself or by the 

women. For instance, one question 1 asked included, "Would you recomrnend the 

program to anyone?" In mon cases, the women would answer "Yes" and 1 would 

subsequentiy foUow up with "Why?". Naomi, one of the participants, however, felt there 
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was more meaning behind this question than 1 had realized and had eventually replied 

with, "1 think that's the question you shouid ask me, who would 1 recommend the program 

to.. .". She felt the program was ideal for someone who possessed low self-esteem and 

seIfanfidence but wouid be less challenging for someone who was weli equipped with 

the 'personal skills' to enter the workforce or a university or coUege setting. in each 

in t e~ew,  topics of interest were pursued and probed to increase the "richness" of the 

responses and to gain a deeper understanding of what the participant was trying to 

express. Probing was continued to the point where it was apparent that no new material 

was forthcoming. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  took place anywhere the women felt comfonable with meeting me. 

We met for the interviews in the university library, in restaurants, coRee shops, at Key 

North and if they wished, at the women's homes. 1 found that having our discussions take 

place in a quiet, pnvate location, enabled us to relax, get to know each other and engage 

in a good conversation where a free range of ideas, personal reflections and experiences 

were shared. 

1 nonnally spent the first fifieen or twenty minutes of our meetings explaining the 

purpose of the study, what 1 had planned to do with the information 1 would gather, what 

wouid happen to the information after the research was over and basically, answering any 

questions or concerns they had about the project or me. Once the women had a chance to 

read over and sign the consent form (refer to Appendix C) 1 would re-emphasize that their 

names would be kept confidentid, they could withdraw fi-om the interview at anytime, ask 

to have the tape recorder tumed off andior refuse to answer any questions. 1 found that 
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having the women sign the consent fonn before the start of the i n t e ~ e w  created a kind of 

'formal' climate which 1 was tqing to avoid. Time perrnitting, 1 would liked to have 

arranged a preliminary session with each woman that would have been solely geared 

towards signing the consent fonn, disaissing any questions or con- and more 

importantly, become better acquainted with one another before Our intewiews started. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  with the graduates ran anywhere from one hour and a hdf to two 

and a haif hours in length. The interviews with the current students became longer each 

time we met ranging from an hour to two and a half houn in length. 1 was pleasantly 

surprised with how open, honest and frank the women were with me about their past 

personal lives and, in tum, felt that it was only fair that 1 share some aspects of my life as 

they would relate to what the women were saying. By disclosing parts of my personal life 

(both pleasant and unpleasant) the intewiews with the women often becarne intirnate. 1 

came to realize that this sense of intimacy could lead the women to take some nsks and, 

after the interview had taken place, they might have regretted having told me about one 

incident or another. To remedy this, 1 made rnyself available af€er the interview was over 

(and the tape recorder was turned off!) to field any questions or concems that had corne 

up during our interview. 1 dso encouraged them to contact me anytime after Our talk 

should any other concems corne up about what they had said during our meeting. 1 

provided the women interviewed with the opportunity to review a dr& of the results and 

assured that they would receive a final wpy of the report. 

The Pmcess of Analvzin~ the Data 

A software program called QSR NLID*IST was useful in its ability to solely 
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organize and manage the l ZOO odd pages of i n t e ~ e w  tranhpts 1 collected. The actual 

qualitative analysis was rnanually conducted by this researcher. The goal of this d y s i s  

was to capture the diversity and complexity of the data and faciltate the formulation of a 

number of themes, categones and patterns that were finnly grounded in the data. 

The first objective of this analysis was to ident* emerging issues and ideas 

relating to each woman's expenence of 'being trained' at Key North. This was 

accomplished by sorting through al1 the transcripts and noting ideas and issues that 

emerged from the in te~ews  accompanied by the use of thematic surnrnaries. Examples of 

issues mentioned by the women included references made to cultural activities they 

participated in Key North such as "making dream catchers" and/or "learning and listening" 

to Native women elders "bring awareness to Native culture and Native womens' roles" in 

the larger Native community. A thematic summary of each interview transcript was 

written which included a summary of al1 the central ideas and issues that were mentioned 

by the women. These issuedideas were then grouped and re-grouped in ternis of their 

commonality to each other. From this initial grouping it became apparent that there were 

a number of broad areas that helped to illuminate specific issues, ideas and events 

mentioned by al1 of the wornen. The groupings of these issues then formed the basis for 

developing a set ofcategones which reflected the meanings inherent in women's 

responses. 

When researchers are heavily involved in al aspects of a midy, it oflen becomes 

difncult for them to separate themselves from the data (Kirby and McKenna, 1 989). 

Accordingly, a second researcher was consulted to ver@ the reliability of the themes 
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identified. Additionally, because 1 am not a member of the Native community, it was also 

very important to ensure that 1 fiilly understood what the women had communicated to me 

in our conversations and t hat culturally-sensitive concepts were used in my descriptions of 

what they had said. For this reason, Julie, a fourth-year Native Human Services student at 

Laurentian University was asked to be the second coder. She was provided with a randorn 

sample of 200h of the interview excerpts and a copy of the themes and categories and their 

conceptual definitions. Using the conceptual definitions of the categories and themes I 

had developed, she coded al1 of the i n t e ~ e w  dialogue and made references to any 

categories which did not seem to "fit" the data3. 

In some cases, she suggested that 1 combine some concepts because they appeared 

redundant and in other cases, she pointed out additional themes in the transcnpts that 1 

needed to include in my results. The latter issues included "respecting the diversity of the 

women" and extending my definition of "ongoing support". As for the issue pertaining to 

respecting diversity, many of the women 1 had interviewed felt that the training 

environment at Key North was accepting of their learning styles, mannerisms and history 

growing up as Native women. Consequently, 1 identified a dimension of the training 

environment at Key Nonh as including "cultural acceptance and understanding". In our 

conversation, the coder added another dimension to the theme of cultural acceptance 

given by Key North staff and members. She explained that : 

1 felt that [respecting the diversity of the women] was ais0 a part of the 
culturai acceptance and understanding because some of the women said how 

' A nüabPlity d87.5% wns âchieved, which meant that 35 of the 10 themes and categories lead to an indepih 
discussion of what 1 has 'misseâ' in the interviews. 



they felt ... some women dida't have the knowledge but they still felt 
cornfortable and Lice they belonged. Fm jua l d n g  about.. . that there's a 
whole ailairal continuum fiom traditional to assimilated and evm though it's 
not a good idea to categorize people there's still that continuum. There's just 
a diversity, a range of expenences.. .' 

For the theme of 'ongoing support', the coder felt that 1 needed further clarification in my 

definition of 'ongoing support'. My initial explanation and description included the 

support the women received solely from s t a  students and insrnaon at Key No* 1 had 

not made specific reference to the support the women mentioned they had received from 

their families and extended families. 

It was also brought to my attention that the theme 'active and renewed interest in 

family' had not really captured what the wornen were trying to tell me. Many of the 

women had mentioned to me that both during and d e r  they had finished their training at 

Key North they felt better comected with their families and wanted to spend more "quality 

time" with their children. In Our conversation the coder explained that: 

1 see these women; they attend Key North ... they develop skills, gain an 
education and they're networking, and sociaiizing and they're leaming about 
their culture and.. .developing a positive self-identity . This al1 infiuences their 
home life ... but it's just the theme "active and renewed interest in faMly" just 
didn't feel right ... 1 just knew that this didn't seem to do justice to what was 
reaiiy going on ... 1 think they always realized how important family is. 1 think 
it's just, it's more about themselves, a more positive way of relating. The 
word 'interest' is really O$ really ofK.1 see it as something almost bigger. 

I had realized that in refemng to this 'change' as a 'renewed interest' 1 had been implying 

that there was no interest by these women in their family life pnor to their training at Key 

North. 

Tht followiag citations are excerprr 6mm my tape rezorded dixumon with the second ~searther (Julie) that 
took piace on September 29, 19%. 



As ow conversation c h e d  on, we continued to wrestle with the question of what 

these women were doing. Were they making change, i.e., contributing to social change? 

The two of us cuntinued to brain s t o m  and search through the tnuiscnpts for the 'right 

words' to describe this 'change' that we both agreed was some fom of positive change. 

Mer about an hour had passed, Julie had h d y  made the connection. She said: 

Like, rm leamhg that ifyou want to do cornmunity development you have to 
start with one famiily. Start with one family and as they grow they go on to 
have a positive effect on the other people in their community and over a 
period of tirne the whole cornmunity starts to change. And so what I see here 
is as the individual changes they go on to affect their whole family. And 1 
really do see it as the whole Native community is benefiting from this because 
these women go on and teil their sister 'you should try and attend Key North' 
and they teach each other about th& traditions and t hese women are teaching 
the children about what they're iearning. And so 1 see it as more than just 
their relationships. 

Because women are so embedded in social relations within their communities, their 

growth has benefits for the many people with whom they corne into contact duhg their 

daily lives. Their effects are also realized indirectly by others with whorn the people in 

their lives corne into contact and the effects are then rnagnified. So, eventually, we both 

came to recognize that the women were creating positive change; 'creating positive 

change in First Nations families and communities'! 

Some Personal Reflections on Conductine Oualitative Research 

Having to contend with the realities of doing this type of work was a process for 

which 1 was not entirely prepared. 1 did find working and researching amongst a group of 

people fiom another culture than mine enlightening but also very challenging (for me 

emotionaily). Throughout this project, 1 agonized over the suitability of having a white 

woman research and wrîte on 'behalf of her non-white counterparts. 1 was aware of how 



academia has exploiteci Fim Nations in the past. I was aware of the stniggies, both 

politically toward self-government and p a s o d y  toward self-healing fiom racism, 

alcohotism, drug abuse, family violence and suicide, to narne a few. But more importantly, 

1 was truly affkcted by what the women themselves were teiiing me. 1 had the oppominity 

with this research to speak to s u ~ v o n  of the residential schoolq of foster care and of the 

Children's Aid system. Much of what they had to say was not positive and in most cases, 

very upsetting. 

AU of my past training in research methodology (which was heavily focussed on 

examining phenornena fiom a quantitative point of view) dictated to me that 'objectivity' 

and 'distance' was essential if we wanted to produce 'good' research but more imponantly, 

'reliable' results. Having found myself feeling so much for the women in rny study, 1 began 

to ponder what it was going to be like for me when 1 began analyzing my data. 1 took to 

reading literature (prirnarily, ferninid literature) concerning emotional involvement with 

respondents and researching fiom the 'margins'. All of it said the same thing -- keep track 

of what you're feeling - write it al1 dom (Kirby and M c K e ~ a ,  1989). 1 did. However, I 

was particularly infîuenced by what Reinhan (1992) calls a "deep identification" with 

'subjects'. In her Mew, thought and emotion are linked together. By linking the two, the 

researcher can connect with the 'subject's' views, emotions, and feelings rather than 

tr.ifonn their expenences into an objectified fom. Objectifjing what the women in this 

study expenenced was definitely noi what 1 wanted to do with the stories they confided to 

me - past research has unfominately done enough of that! My cornmitment to both Key 

North staff and the women who spoke to me was to (as best 1 can) maintain their Living 
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voices. 1 found that this kind of identification process enabled me "to get to know the 

other" (Reinharq 1992) and fbrther enhanced my understanding of what the women said 

they had experienced. 

As 1 continued to become more at ease with the stories that were told to me, 1 

proceeded to grapple with my role as a white woman researchhg what Native women 

were expenencing. 1 feared that 1 might misrepresent or rnisinterpret what 1 was told. 

Perhaps 1 was also afraid that readers would cnticize my efforts or view them as 

appropriating someone else's culture. Having both the women and a First Nation's person 

provide a 'check' on my analysis of the i n t e ~ e w  dialogue did make me feel better. 

Another 'check' was provided by my thesis cornmittee members who brought with them 

their research knowledge, (both Native and nonoNative) experience and insight into the 

relationship between researchers and those "researched". However, it was still my rofe in 

al1 of this that 1 continued to struggle with. 

1 reflected on bow this research came to exist in the first place. 1 remembered that 

1 had been, in a way, imited to conduct this evaluation. The research 1 was engaged in 

was of particular importance to this group of women and they had entrusted me to cany it 

out for the centre. A h ,  this piece of research was not something that I done had 

accomplished without the help, support and encouragement fiom a variety of Key North 

staff There were women at the centre that 1 came to rely on for both guidance and 

fiiendship as the project continued to grow and develop an identity of its own. By 

diuecting this research fiom an action research perspective (where the concems of 

academics and wmmunities are taken into consideration simultaneously), 1 formed a kind 



of 'partnership' between the women and myseifto complete this project. I alone did not 

own this research! Whatever the results tumed out to be, it was for us to dure.  1 

eventuaüy came to accept my role as a non-Native researcher not as someone who was 

researching 'for' or 'on behalfof Fust Nations peoples but as someone who was worh'ng 

afong side them toward the same goal - empowennent! 



CHAPTER THREE: HEARING WOMEN'S VOICES 

In the in te~ews,  1 asked the women to tell me what they thought of the training 

they had received at Key North, to identify where (if at dl )  they found opportunities to 

engage in the cultural components of the program and whether (or not) they made a 

dinerence in their lives. Our interviews identified categories conceniing: 1) the training 

environment; 2) the training pedagogy; 3) the training curriculum; 4) culturai and racial 

heaiing; 5) personal change; and 6) constraints on participation. Two themes also 

emerged in Our interviews that identified: Key North as a stepping Stone for Native 

women and the womenls past and present expenences of racism and discrimination. 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) and Patton (1980;1987) suggest the effective way to 

communkate qualitative findings is to 'describe first and explain later'. The first part of 

the research findings should include a thorough description of the categories utilizing 

quotes and passages fiom the i n t e ~ e w  dialogue and once complete descriptions have 

been written, the relationships and 'links1 between and among the categories and themes 

can be presented. Using Kirby and McKemats (1989) and Patton's (1980); (1987) 

guidelines, the findings for this evaluation wiil present: 1) the overall context for the 

program, 2) the program processes of Key North, 3) participant outcomes, and 4) the 

connections between program processes and participant outcomes. 

The passages that follow each section represent the variety of conversations 1 had 

with the women. In some passages, indicated by ..., information was removed because of 

the length of the response. In others, square brackets were used to conceai information 

about the participant in order to prevent the disclosure of identities. Pseudonyrns were 



also @ven to each woman to maintain confidentiaiity. The emphasis throughout the 

sections is to diow the women's voicw to s p k  for thernselves. For this reason, I chose 

to use the women's words to introduce and describe the elements that make up each 

category and theme. The challenges here were to present what they told me in a manner 

that captures the diversity of their experiences and presents as accurately as possible, the 

thoughts and feelings of a group of women who brought with them a diverse range of 

knowledge, skiils and backgrounds. 

1. The Overall Context for the Program 

The Women's Ex~erience of Racism and Discrimination 

"me residential schools.. whv would god's people do that tu us? " 

In Our conversations, 1 would ask the women to tell me about their past school and 

work experiences before they arrived at Key North. Most women had stories to tell of the 

racism and intolerance they have had to endure because they were First Nations people. 

Some students described the abuse and tonnent they were subjected to during elementaiy 

and high school. Others told of how they still struggle with being called names in public 

such as "stink'n Indian" or "squaw" and how they still get 'looks' when they present their 

status cards in retail stores. Abby described how angry she got when a retail clerk refused 

to accept her statu card when she presented it pnor to making a purchase. 

1 rememôer there was one time at Chna- just before 1 went to Key North 
and 1 had a big line up of junk [on the counter] and the woman [working the 
cash ngister] said 'Weil., we dont accept statu cards here'. 1 said 'excuse me, 
you don't accept it? well then, take your shit and shove it up your ass [1 
thought] . 

Y v o ~ e  told me that she gave up speaking her language because of how the other children 



would ridicule her at school. "The white kids used to say 1 sound f u ~ y  when 1 spoke 

Indian and that 1 can't speak right . . .so 1 dropped it and.. .never spoke it again. " Jade 

described how hard it was growing up as a F i  Nations women of mixeci hentage. She 

said that : 

1 grew up in t o m  and 1 have fnends that lived on the r a m e  and some that 
lived in town and thing is.. .we [urban Natives] always got the bad rap.. .On the 
reserve they would cal1 us white Indians and in town, they would cal1 us 
squaws. We can never win eitha way and 1 never reaiiy fully understood why 
do you want to talk like that about people, why do you judge their race? 1 
don? understand why people can't understand that everybody is the same, 
whether you're dark or white or anything like that. 

For Maggie, the most difficult part of her life was attending a 'racist' elementary school. 

She told me that: 

It was terrible [at that school] ... That's where 1 first encountered racism! The 
kids no longer accepted me as me and they pointed out the difference that I'm 
Native ... It was hard because I was forced to choose between who was going 
to be my fiiends, either the non-Native or the reserve kids. So 1 chose the 
kids fiom the reserve because that's where 1 had to live. I was fnends with 
some of the non-Natives but 1 didn't play wit h t hem.. .and t hat's w here I more 
or less started to withdraw. 1 couldntt be myself ..The teachers were very 
racist too ... They were abusive, physically abusive ... used to pull your hair or 
pull your ears if you didn't answer a question or if you annveted wrong or 
when you would speak your language, you weren't allowed to speak your 
language ...[ they] made you feel different and made you feel less of a person 
because they didn't allow you to speak your own language. They always 
made you feel like you werentt good enough to be there. It was really hard, 
especially on a kid. 1 found that really hard. 

Similarly, Francis told me that: 

. ..because we were in French communities. ..because you're a Native and that, 
you were looked down at and all that other stuE ..In grade three, 1 got in a 
fight with a kid that punched me in the stomach and 1 punched hirn back and 
1 knocked the wind out of hirn ... the kid... they [the school] never did nothing 
[to hirn]. Jun scared the shit out of me or whatever, reprimanding me, that 
won? be tolerated' ... and Ojibway was like taboo, she [my mother] wasn't 
aliowed to speak her Native tongue because of like, 1 guess my father's side, 



they didn't like ha ôecause she was Native. Thy never, 1 dont thinL they 
ewr r d y  accepted her for who she m. 

Wanda explaineci that racism was something she got 'used to' as she grew older in the 

following way: 

1 just knew it was there all the tirne. 1 know it's there...It's somethhg you 
have to accept and something that you're going to go through in life at some 
tirne or another. My gtandmother used to tell me that. That sornethes 1 
guess, you're sort of warned about it, that ifs something that you have to get 
used to ... somebody wili point you out because you're different ... like it 
doesn't, like 1 know itts there, it's just something that happens. ..I was walking 
[in a town] and 1 was going to my husbandts office ... and there was a lady 
walking in front of me and there was one behind me, they were quite a 
distance apart ... and ... when 1 walk somewhere 1 dontt pay attention to 
anyihing. Usually 1 just go to where 1 have to go. [Anyhow, 1 was] walking 
dong and dl  of a sudden this guy starts yelling at me and canying on about 
Native people, something to do with the colour of their hair; I wasn't paying 
attention and then 1 just happened to look and he's corning towards me and 1 
looked around and 1 thought, '1 guess hets talking to met, and he just kept 
wming towards me and 1 just sort of stood there. 1 just stopped and the two 
women they stopped, too, so 1 just kind of looked. He was in the parking 
lot ... and 1 thought, 'what do 1 do now?' But this guy, was like, he had a three- 
piece suit on ... he was weii dressed and 1 thought 'wow!'. . .FinalIy 1 just turned 
around and just walked away and then the women came over and said, 'Are 
you okay?' and 1 said Fie' ... He was on about something, Natives and welfare 
and where do they get al1 their money .At didn't hit me until 1 got to the 
office...The secretary looked at me and she goes, What happened?', it rnust 
have been on my Ezce or something, 1 looked scared or shocked. It didn't get 
to me  until 1 got to the building ... What if I was alone? II thought]. 

Sirah described for me the difficulty she experienced growing up by being exposed to the 

Catholic church -an institution she feels al1 First Nations have every reason to fear. 

... that fear of the Catholic church 1 guess will always be with you because 
when 1 go there, go to church, I'm not going to church, you know, 1 may have 
been baptmâ Catholic.. . but I'm not Catholic, which is kind of h y  because 
rny children are in Catholic school. You know, you're stuck in that barrier 
because you've grown up with one thing but fighting for another thing ... The 
residential schools.. .My father went to one.. .He never really taiks about it. 1 
imagined it was very painfil but he says little things and it's kind of f u ~ y  
because my father refuses to speak English ... like he would be beaten, he 



always said Lou can ba t  e v e e g  else out of me but not that' [my 
language] b u s e  before then [the residential school] 1 guess my f d y ,  my 
grandkther on rny dad's side, was very Native orienteci, everything, like 
tobacco offaiigs, went fishing, hunting, garcieming they're fannen.. .and when 
he came ôack fiom [the residential s c h l ]  he went to church.. .He was beaten 
to a point, like you know, for wbat he beiieved in and he quit practishg it .. . so 
[for us] it's always been like a cross, Ore a tug of war you know. 

Vivian-Lee described for me what school was like for her and her fnends when she was 

growing up in the foliowing tems: 

You had to board in a white boarding home with white people. 1 was lonely 
for W y .  1 had to stay there all year round and the only time 1 went home for 
March break and around Christmas or d u ~ g  the holidays, during the summer 
and at that tirne, it was very prejudiced and was very hard. It was very hard 
to get dong with the people.. .Men  we'd go home, they [the other children] 
use to shoot rocks at us, 1 jua run away fiom them and they use to cal1 us 
ignorant names ... M e n  1 was a young child there was a residential school 
[where 1 came fiom]. 1 used to be at the residential school for the fdl ... there 
were other students there al1 the tirne, al1 year round ... The only time 1 got 
away from my parents was when they went moose hunting in the fa11 and 
other than that 1 went to school everyday, but there were kids that were there 
all the time ... The nuns were awful. ..[if we were caught] ndiculing the nuns, 
they would line us up in a straight line. They would strap our heads and there's 
an electnc chair and 1 got put into an electric chair and they would strap our 
hands [onto the chair] and then the nuns would press the bunon and 1 
remember ljumping and shaking] ... A lot of us went through the electric 
chair. .."It wac, a green chair with wheels and it had an arm rest and they have 
a thhg going, a straw going to you, a piece of i r e s  ... they [the nuns] would 
just strap our hands there and the nun would have a buner, like a little bunon 
and she'd press that and 1 could feel the stuff circulating ... 

And for some women, the intolerance they had to endure was not always solely comected 

to their cultural and racial hentage. Manha explained that, 

1 want to get a job so that 1 cm get off of welfare ... 1 want to make enough 
money to support my family. It doesn't have to be a millionaire's job, 
something that I think is going to pay just enough to support my family and 
get off the w e k . .  .Nobody reaiiy likes to be on welfare.. .For example, okay, 
1 go my, 1 n d e d  three estimates to get my office clothes to start this course, 
ri@. I went into three stores downtown to get my estimates. That's what my 
social worker told me to do. 1 went into the one store.. .and 1 told thern what 



I was there for, 1 needed an estimate for w e h e  and it was me, 'Oh, well, we 
dont give estimates.' It's like the minute she knew I was on weifiue, it was 
like 1 was two inches taii and 1 was in to get estimates! 1 didn't ask so 1 
thought Wei, am I going to be g&g my dothes here?' 1 don? think so. It's 
sort of like it gives people a different opinion of you. You know ... When 
you're on weffare, you're scum! 1 notice that it's Ne black and white, you 
know, one minute she was 'well, can 1 help you?' and al1 that and then the 
minite 1 needed an estirnate for weIfare, well, you know, she tned to get rid 
of me as won as possible. 

The above quotes iIlustrate how such negative experiences with school and society at 

large may have implications on the kind of education initiatives Native people. especially 

Native women, would feel codonable participating in. They also provide a context for 

the meaning and value that was placed on the following components of Key Nonh 

training . 

H. Program Processes 

The Training Environment 

The features of Key North's training environrnent were identified by the women as: 

1) being "laid-back" and "relaxed"; 2) consisting of small groups; 3) being family-like; 4) 

consisting solely of women; 4) being a Native-nin organizAon; and 5) showing cultural 

acceptance and understanding. 

11 " TAiere was no tension " 

Many women spoke of how much they enjoyed the tension-free 'setting', 

'atmosphere' or 'environrnent' they had experienced at Key North. Some said they "felt 

cordonable" and others desmibed how "laid back", " relaxed" and "non-threatening " the 

centre was during their training. During my taik with Germaine, she frequently mentioned 

conversations that took place with either instructon or students during class tirne. She 
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explained that "somaimes things would just happen ... one thing leads to another and then 

ail of a sudden you're in this taik that doesn't even relate to your class anymore..they [the 

Uistructors] would let that happen." Similarly, for Sirah, the centre was not "as structured 

as school, if there was something more pressing to talk about, it was allowed." And for 

Xavier, "you could lean over and talk to your buddy for help ... You weren't restricted to 

just sit there and do your work. You could ask, you could jump around and ask 

somebody that knew a little bit more about certain things for help. That was nice." 

2) "lt 's more kind of intimate" 

Some students appreciated how small the class sizes were (ranging fkom 8 to 14 

wornen at a time) and that "it wasn't al1 jarnmed packed" like other training or college 

programs. Shamaya felt that, "It was just a good amount of ladies that were there, so you 

werenlt too shy to speak out. You got used to being with evetyone." Most students felt 

that srnail class sizes allowed them in tum "get to know each and everyone on an 

individual and personal bais". Xavier felt that for the women who might have led 

isolating lives on First Nations reserves, once the women get "out in 'real' society ... in a 

bigger school systems, it's scary for them, so to kind of break the ice whatever, something 

like this, it helps." 

3) "1 used tu cd1 Kev N o d i  mother" 

Some women enjoyed the program because they felt like they were amongst "a big 

family ... al1 sisters kind of thing" where you "feel more at home.. .dont feel like an 

outsider." Naorni, who normally felt too fiightened and intimidated to give a public 

speech or oral presentation found that at Key North "it was just like fâmily watching 
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you.. . you really dont mind because you h o w  they'n not strangers.. . " And for Vivian- 

Lee, "it felt like.. . W y . .  . looking a f k  each other in our group.. .like if someone was short 

or sornething, we were al1 there for each other." 

4) " Tke fact that it's al( women maka a big - diffèreence" .. 

Most of the women 1 spoke with decided to attend Key North because it was 

solely geared to women. Some had p a l f i l  stories to tell of bitter divorces or break-ups 

they had gone through pnor to attending the program. Other women told me they were 

always "on their own" with children or had recently begun to adjust to life as a single 

parent. Germaine had said that she used to joke with the other women about having no 

men around by saying "no men.. .donft have to walk around with your backs [up] like 

this". Many women mentioned that they had "walked into [Key North] with a lot of old 

wounds, ail1 raw" and being surrounded by only women was sornething they "needed at 

the time" so they could be "themselves". 

5) "1 feel most cornfurtable amonp mv own peodett 

In addition to the benefits of working solely with women, some students chose this 

training centre because it was a Native organization. It was through the following that 

cultural acceptance and understanding were shown: 1) Native mannerisms; 2) Native 

farnily and history; 3) Native learning styles; d) cultural diversity; and, e) Native humour. 

To explain her desire to work with and 'ben amongst other First Nations peoples, Lakita 

shared with me a few words that were passed on by her grandfather. She said that: 

I'll never forget through all my experiences, somethg that my grandfather 
told me a long tirne ago ... he didn't believe too much in the idea of racism , you 
biow, he believed that and the one thing that sticks out in my mind, ifs the 
most natural thing in the world for people to be among their own and to get 



cornfortable among their own and 1 see nothing wrong with that and 1 mess 
thats the one thing, wmmon race, kcgise I fa1 most dortable ammg my 
own people. 

Maude mentioned that by attendhg a Nativenui organizaîion she was SeCUfe in knowing 

that her needs as a First Nations woman would be met. She said that, 

. ..some people [Natives] fed scared whai w r e  in the white society . . . At Key 
North, it's aü for Native people ... Youlre stiii head on with the white 
society. ..iike it's right in the middle of downtown so if you go anywhere, like 
out those doors, you're going to sec white people. They're going to be dl 
over, just makes you feel more tu work together, to ded with it. There's a 
Native manager, therets Native board manbers, there is this Native to actuaily 
run the place and you just feel it's ail geared to Native people. 

Wanda had explained that for women who rarely lefl the reserve or who have 

never been 'out there' [in white society] Key North was somewhere the women could "feel 

de" .  Having an organization that consists of a Native manager and Native board 

members also made women feel 'understood' and 'accepted' as First Nations women. 

5.1 "A lot of them <uc d u " .  For some women, feeling both accepted and 

understood meant having their mannerisms or behaviours not judged or rnisunderstood. 

Sorne students made specific reference to how "Native people are shy, not very forward". 

Ursula pointed out that "they [Key North] were understanding ... they knew where we were 

corning fiom ... they knew ... we could be backward and shy and not express our feelings and 

they understood that." Similady, Noami felt that, 

.. .what brings us together is we're Native, you know what 1 mean? 1 think a 
lot of Native things are, for instance, not being able to look at someone in the 
eyes, just the mannerisrru, there Mirent 6om whites, so when someone else 
does that, a certain mannerism, you dontt, you're not offended by it because 
you know that's part of it ... A woman who doesntt look at you in the eyes, a 
very quiet person, you know, that's their mannensm, and once you get to 
know than, you find that...they have a personality al1 on their own, ifyou can 
get through the d . . Y o u  can see thm as someone who doesntt say nothing 



until they have something to say kind of thing and you accept that from the 
beginning. 

5.2 ltwe grah, wdl  had the same u~bdnm'n~". At the same time, some women 

felt that the centre tried "to keep in mind who we are and how we're r a i d .  ..the 

expenences we might have had.. . such as racism " . When asked whether Key North was 

an important place for Native women to gain an education Maggie replied, "Oh, 1 think 

so.. .because many of us are products of the residential school system, a lot of us feel 

inferior and inadequate to go to a regular school or program." Quincy, who was of k e d  

heritage told me that : 

1 know 1 didn't expenence discrimination as another mative] person had 
because of the f a  that my mother is [fiorn another cultural background]. . . so 
1 dont have I guess 'the look', not hying to be rude or anything but 1 could be 
walking down the Street and hear someone beside me commenting 'oh, 
look ... it's an Indian bum or whatever' and I think it's really wild that you can 
get together and learn together in an environment where there are no 
pressutes Wre that. There is no prejudice. I think that makes a big difference. 

Jade, who was aiso of mixed heritage told me that when she was younger she was always 

referred to as "there's Jade, 'the Indian' and felt relieved at Key Nonh because "nobody 

would bug me ... talk down to me or nothing." For Xavier, she noticed that "a lot of the 

girls ... had a lot of the sarne problems 1 had.. . being shifted in foster homes ... Everybody was 

on the same level. We could talk about anything we wanted to talk about. Everybody 

wouldn't frown [at] us." 

5.3 "1 don 't know anvthin~ of 'their' culture: thaf's embarrassinp". Some 

students 1 spoke with were very cu~ected to their Native hentage and others had not 

been because they were either adopted as a child into a 'white f d y '  or sent to a 



residential school or because they were of mixed heritage. For those women who had not 

b a n  exposed to their heritage whüe growing up or who came h m  dflerent Native 

traditions/First Nations, feeling eçcepted and understood at Key North meant hahg thek 

diverse backgrounds respected. Jade told me  of her nrst encwnter of "sitting in a circle 

and smelling sweetgrass". She said that: 

When I was doing it a first ... 1 just didn't understand, 1 was watching 
everybody else and then 1 reftsed it the ûrst time because 1 didnlt really know 
what 1 was doing. ..they explained it.. . We're not here to judge you', like you 
know, You're you and ifthis [can help] you to figure yourself out more [that 
would be fine]'. 

Quincy mentioned that : 

When 1 was at Key North and even still in the group I was in, not everybody 
had grown up with their culture and even still at times you feel you know, a 
little bit uncomfort able because.. . you wouldnlt really know what t hey're 
talking about or understand it but 1 mean it was still in the environment that 
you could ask. 

And Naorni explained that, for her: 

It was hard ... The thing is not dl of the women knew about the teachings of 
the feather, let's say.. .but 1 remember my fnend commenthg that, she was 
Cree and ... she learned something from it so 1 thought. ..she leamed teachings 
from another [Native Nation], from an Ojibwa. 

5.4 '' We leurn throu~h ex~m'ence". In addition to the respect shown for the 

diversity of the women's experiences as Native women, some students mentioned that 

Native IeanUng styles were also acknowledged. Sirah described that there were times 

when the instmctors at Key North would adapt their cumculum to fit in with how the 

woman felt they could l e m  bea. She said that: 

She [an instructor] would corne in with her papers ... and hand them out. It 
was like, no, no, no can we do this our way? Like it was, rnaybe like a 
leamhg experience for her too, because we told her we dont l e m  best this 



way. We dont and 1 don't agm with it. I'm getting a pason's hand out, read 
this end leam? II's, thds d Wry... 1 have one of the worst memories.. .welre 
not textbook leamen ... eveiything is hands-on to us. That's the way we 
leam ... like in [one course] evaything was by textbook and you know 
... handouts upon handoutq like my binder is filhg up with these fieaking 
hand outs, 1 don't want them no more! Cm we t ak  about something? Can 
we tak? 

5.5 " We teuse o lot ". Maintainhg a sense of humour both at home and at work 

was what rnany of the women appreciated in the st& they worked with at Key North. 

When asked, "What did you like most about the program?", Tommy replied that: 

The people ... 1 found them ail, 1 don't know, funny, they had a sort of sense of 
humour that 1 liked ... Everybody seemed to have. ..a kind of humour that 1 
grew up with as a child on my mothef s side [who was Native]. I find Native 
people have such a neat sense of humour, like it's really different from other 
people's, we laugh at some of the funniest things ...[ for us, Natives] there's 
humour [found] in every little thing, even the way a word ... can be said. 

Sirah often spoke of how she and some other women and instnictors would incorporate 

humour into their work patterns. She aated that: 

... like if we make a mistake, we tease each other about it, it's not meant to 
h m  anyone; like we al1 know it, you're being teased; it's a joke and I've 
learned a lot of things that way, with teasing ... We matives] take things 
senously but like you know, there's also the aspect of it's 'got to be hn'. It 
ha to be hn. 

The Training Pedapopv 

The training pedagogy used by staEat Key North was described by students as: 1) 

respecthg the ethic of non-interference with developmeni; 2) remaining patient with 

students' progress and leaming; 3) providing ongoing support both during and &er 

training; anci, 3) making the women feel e@ with al1 Key North staR 



11 "Tkev wuldn 't nush vou " 

The ethic of non-intenerence with developments ailowed women to determine 

what they would learn and for how long they would leam it. Maggie had explaine9 that 

"the responsibiiity was on you to do what you &ad to do. So you were allowed to explore 

if you wanted to explore. And that's important. That's how mative] chkiren are raised, 

they too are allowbd to explore." Some women a h  felt that they alone could decide how 

far they wanted to take their training and at what speed they could learn. Some students 

admitted that they knew there were "set ideals to the program" but at the same time, felt 

that there was always "leeway" and that "nothing was really mapped" out for them. When 

asked whether she would r e c o m d  the program to anyone else, Jade replied, "Yes 1 

would because 1 think it gives people ... more expenence and they can go at their own pace. 

You kiow you only have seven months [to complete your training], you can't go too slow 

but you can work at your own pace". Germaine additionally explained that: 

... they [the instnictors] knew ... how to teach Native women because if you are 
shy or ifyou, you know, dont really want to participate, they don't push you, 
you know, they know how to handle those situations. A e y  dont push and 
prod everybody. 

What Naomi felt was important was how "nonjudgemental" everyone was at Key North. 

"You weren't 'graded' on yourself or your marks ... You make the most ofwhat you 

want ... And that's the whole philosophy behind Key North. If you want something, you 

have to go look for it. " Similarly, for Quincy: 

' in F i  Natious cuitures, the ethic of non-intcrference with development is ucn as allowing each member 
of society to eXpenence life in tbeir own way, the* creating a d i t y  based upon the~r own e.xperience (Ross, R 
1992). 



It's not 'you do this', you know what you have to do, what your assignments 
are or whatever but 1 mean you do than; that's fine but you can go on and do 
more. Ifyou are interested in a different aspect of something you can go up 
to them [Key North stati] and say do you have any information on whatever. 
Do you lcnow where 1 can look for it? And 1 think t h t ' s  really good, that 
they're very open ... it's not U e  sorneone standing over with a whip or 
something . 1 mean that's over exaggerating it but it's just the difference. 

In addition to being allowed the M o m  to decide how far they wuld take their 

training, some women really appreciated how patient the stafFwas with their learning. 

Some students described that it felt like "everything was ... step by step [and should they 

make a mistake], Well, do it again'." Sirah, who had participated in the workforce prior 

to attending Key Nonh told me. 

I've gone to work in some places like you know, where they stick with things 
that are heavy right off the bat and expect you to work through it.. .over there 
things are easy then you gradually build up to it. ..and if you make a mistake, 
well, you made a minake, it's not thought of as being wrong or you're a 
dummy or you're stupid ...j ust try it again. 

3) " You 're never alone" 

Most students mentioned feeling supponed by al1 of Key Nonh staff throughout 

their entire stay at the centre. Many mentioned how Key North "never seems to close the 

door on you" and would consistently welcome past graduates back for social visits and job 

updates. Emma, who had never used a computer before, became hstrated with her 

training early on during her skills development period. She told me that: 

. . . when 1 fint started [at Key North] 1 was really afkaid and I almost quit there 
you know, their program. If it wasn't for the staff, she was one of our 
teachers, 1 probably would have ... 1 got al1 h a r a t e d  at the computer because 
I wasn't making fien& with it.. .I was afraid to touch it or break it or anything 
like that. 1 was g d g  reaiiy angry, packed my books up and I was gohg to 
leave and then [the instnictor] she came and talked me out of leaving the 



program, so 1 stuck with it and 1 made it ... there was always somebody there 
to pull you out of it. 

The kind of support Emma experienced came also fiom the other students. She 

mentioned W: 

... ifthaes one girl that's having a bard time, she wmes in upset and crying - 
because thae are personal things thaî go on in everybody's [life], we ûy and 
help out as much as we can or heu them out, give our opinion, you know. 

For Jade, the support she felt at the training centre continued on even after she graduated 

from the program. She said that: 

Itts been alrnost a year [since graduation] and no matter what, they always say 
'you'li always be a part of us', you know, every year, 1 can go there any tirne 
and use the cornputers, use the photocopy machine, type up resumes ... 1 just 
walk in how are you? and stufFlike that ... 1 used to get mistrated when 1 can't 
do things ... there they tell you, 'relax, take a deep breath, relax and try it again 
when you're dm'. . .They gave you more incentive.. .'I know you can do it'. 

Quincy noticed the emotional support the women would receive from staff regarding 

personal issues that would take place outside of the program. She explained that: 

... if you [at audent] had a doctor's appointment or whatever, it was fine. If 
I had children, which I had seen happen and a child was sick or the child was 
sick at school and you had to leave and go ..A wasn't a problem whereas you 
do see in other work situations where it is a problem and you get into 'well, 
why cantt your babysitter do it; why can't your mother do it? 

And for Tommy, she noticed how: 

They seemed to always have a sense that you could do, you could do the 
job ... they had a lot of faith in us ... Like 1 found the instructors just redly 
supportive with, not just the work thing, in the f8mily, like the girls having 
problems with fhdy, which there was a lot of you know, single women ...j ust 
with kids and stuE But 1 always found the instructon really supportive. I 
like t hat . 

4) " 7 k v  were iusî vent, iust Iike us" 

In addition to feeling supported by the other students, some wornen also felt that 



the instmctors and administrative staffwae equals -"a part of the whole organization and 

that [they, the students] did matter and what [they] think matters." Germaine told me 

that: 

...a wasn't Wce they were 'the big te&& ad we wae their little children kind 
of thing. We were treated as aduits in a mannef.. . they never taked 
down to you ... We're ali there tqbg to find our way kind of thing and you 
connect with the group you're in and eveybody just helps each otba and 
nobody is there to be one up or one down, you how; you're aii kind of equal. 
We ail share experiences. 

Jade told me that the instrwtors would always reassure her that: 

Welli never judge [you] by what you have to Say, well, 'my problem is bigger 
than youn.' It was never like that. Everybody's problem [is a problern] no 
matter how big or small it is ... nobody is more or less than anybody else ... They 
dont look down at you like a teacher does, they talk to you like [how] I'd be 
sitting here; they talk to you like [how] I'd be talking to you, just having a 
conversation.. .at [another] school, the teacher would be looking down at 
you.. . [at Key North] you never had to put up your hand and stuff like that. 
They treat you like people, how they want to be treated. 

For Maggie, being included in the monthly meetings made her feel as if her opinion really 

"mattered". Sheexplained that: 

1 find so many institutions today; society kind of dictates what you have to be 
and what they expect of you to be ... with the school systems more or less .. .I 
mva redy cared for.. . how they set up the rows up in the classes. That has 
an impact on kids.. .I find they put dl the students in the front and the rest in 
the back that they donPt pay attention to al1 sit in the back ...[ At Key 
North] ... They tried to put everything in a circle. That way you were facing 
eveyone. You weren't sitting on the outside or in the corner. It was a way 
of feeling equal. 

Similarly, Quincy explained that: 

Like I mean even though they had more knowledge than you ...y ou didn't feel 
that iderior feeling that you would in a normal clasuoorn setting fiom what 
I've expenenced through high school. They didn't, you werenlt treated like 
you were I guess iderior [or] more like a snident or something ... It's very 
much like a team.. . when you were in the classroom.. .it wasn't as 1 said like 



someone in the fiont and then studentg you muid ai i  1 guess put in your input 
and everything, it wasn Y... Iüre 'normai' classrooms [where] you raise your 
hand or whatever ...y ou àidn't intmpt sombody, you know what 1 mean, but 
you could put in yow input ... they [the instnictors] were sitting there with you 
and you could discuss things 

And for Patsy, she felt the instructors were: 

... more fiiaids than employer [where] you're not going to take shit from your 
boss or whatever. The's  none of that.. .Uce say. you're going on placement, 
1 was newus and taise because he has the upper hand whereas at Key North 
you don't feel that way. They tnat you as an equal. 

The Trainiw Curriculum 

The cumculum issues women raised during our i n t e ~ e w s  identified: 1) Key 

North as helpingprepare Native women for the nmi-Native job market; 2 )  curriculum and 

course conteni that was centred around First Nations' culture and reality; and, 3) course 

aciivities that incorporated First Nationsf culture and traditions. 

1) " T h e  show vou kuw to work in a white man 's world" 

Helping prepare Native women for the nonoNative job market (primarily as 

secretaries) was accomplished through teaching "skills" such as keyboarding, computer 

skills (both word processing and spreadsheets), telephone skdls and general office 

procedures. At the same time however, leaming how to dress for the 'white work 

environment' was a skill of which many women took advantage afier their training was 

over. The women were taught that the difference between working in a Native versus 

non-Native setting was that in most non-Native settings casual clothing such as jeans and 

t-shirts were not allowed. Most women told me that pnor to attending Key North they 

were "regular jeans and t-SM" types and found this 'rule' a challenging regdation to 

uphold but they recognized its importance for adapting to a nonoNative work setting. A 
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component of the life slcills cumcuIum included taking the women shopping in order to 

suggest what some appropriate work attire m y  look like. 

21 " ï%e Ndve w e c t  is in t h e "  

Key North's mandate is to provide training oppomullties for Native women in an 

environment which is sensitive to Native culture and Native leaming styles. Most of the 

women 1 spoke to made specific reference to how certain aspects of the aMculum had 

inwrporated Native culture and Native leaming styles into what they were learning. Some 

women mentioned that in English studies and life skills, the cumculum addressed a variety 

of Native mannensms including "eye contact" and "shyness". Other students remembered 

reading (primarily in life skills) about how Native people differ from whites in how "they 

understand, interpret and do "'things diflerently". Lakita remembered that a component of 

her training included how to "keep sane" as a First Nations woman in the non-Native 

workforce. She said that: 

I don2 think we're taught to be 'diEerentl there [at Key North].. .youlre more 
or less shown how to 'bet...[We were told] 'maybe [any work related task] is 
done this way here [at Key North]; however, like if' you go to work in a 
reserve position it may be another way ... The life skills program that they 
have ... there's a component there that teaches you how to ded with certain 
situations.. .cultural problems.. . how to keep a strong sense of younelf.. . how 
to keep yourself sane in the workplace.. .For example, it is considered a very 
rude thing [in Native culture] to look somebody in the eye; that's considered 
aggressive. You dont do that ... but in a nonoNative [organization] when 
you're introdud, you look straight in the eye. They [at Key North] tell you 
that when you go into a non-Native situation that's what you're expected to 
do and you have to get used to it, you know, whether or not you're 
cornfortable with it, you have to try and adjust to that because in the 
workforce, you'll be deaiing with people and it's going to be something you 
have to get used to. They try and teach you how to know what you're dealing 
with and how to adjust to it. 

told me that she feels that white women have more of an advantage in the white 



labour market and that Key North is sensitive to that pnvilege. She pointed out that: 

It [Key North] gives Native women a chance. Some of us didn't have the 
courage to go to a place that bas white people.. .I dont know if it's something 
we do to ourselves or what the white people do to us, maybe it's shyness or 
backwardness or whatev =...but a white lrdy couid waik up to anybody and 
just start talking whereas a Native M y  is more held back ... a very good 
example is... some Natives I bw, thy wont look at you M y  [in the eye], 
they'd look d o m  on the side but not directiy in the eyes because that is 
imposing on the other person's space or whatever, okay, white people dont 
unâerstand this. W s  where they got that the Indians are sneaky and sly and 
that's not tme at al1 ... This is where We skills cornes in again, giving you the 
confidence.. .more or less telling you things.. . about the behaviour of people 
and working people. ..shetd basidy teU us a story or something, we'd have to 
think about it and we'd reason it out on Our own.. .they try and help the ladies 
fit into white society ... work well in white society ... impress her white 
employer. 

3) "ï3ev 're intmesied in Native ways" 

Female elders and other Native women fiom the community were often invited 

(usudly into the life skilis course) to discuss and bnng awareness of Native heritage and 

traditions. Some students remembered University professors, who were guest speakers, 

talked about the importance of "keeping the language alive", and others recalled talks 

about Native women's roles in Native society and traditional healing medicines, crafts, 

customs and values. Some women also mentioned that there were days set aside where 

they could attend Native awareness events that were going on either at the community 

coiiege or university. 

m. Participant Outcornes 

Cultural and Ricial Eealing 

Many women began to explore and identw with their cultural and racial hentage 

while they were attending Key North. Cultural and racial healing was identified as taking 



place in two distinct and separate forms. F i ,  i&ntity reltew~i was acknowledged by 

women who expiained that, during th& t h e  at Key North, they began to 'identify with 

their cuihiral and racial heritage and break fiee from the shame they had intemaiized while 

they were growing up. And secondly, Native kriuge mmenes came from leaming a 

geat deal about a) Native culture, b)traditions and c) values at Key North. 

Identitv Renewal 

"I saw a diflerent side to them ut Kev North ". Some women told me stot-ies of 

how they had strayed away from their cultural background when they were younger and 

denied their heritage. Others told of how they grew up feeling 'confused of being 

shagonash6". Lakita told me that: 

When 1 was living in [another city] ... 1 kind of got away from it, 1 guess 
because my family had moved in the meantirne, so ... 1 don't have irnrnediate 
family living on the reserve now and ... when 1 started working there [at Key 
North], it's something 1 started thinking about again. You know, it's really 
strange .A made me redite al1 the positive things about Native people and 
about our culture and what we believe in and just the way we are, you 
know.. .I think that there's a stereotype that says.. . they dont have to work, 
they don't know this or that and for the longea time, 1 mean, 1 believed it 
myself. 

Similarly for Xavier, Key Nonh: 

. ..openeci me up more.. .I look at other Native women differently now.. .I never 
really associated with the Native people that much. 1 didn't know anything 
about the culture because 1 was not r a i d  [that way] ... 1 was raised more or 
less as a white person so 1 leamed a lot about Native culture at Key North. 
1 guess they were mistreated ... but now there are more opportunities for them 
to lem.. .nobody has ever given them a chance before and that's why 1 like 
these prograrns. They [mainstrearn society] just stereotype them as bums, 
alcohoiics, lazy, 1 saw a dBerent side to them at Key North.. . I'm not ashamed 

Ibc term Sbagonash in Ojibway means, 'the white speaker'. This term is used by memkrs of the Q~Lbway 
Nations when teferring to the 'white man' or the white man's 'ways'. 



of it. Wben 1 was younger, 1 was gohg through a period of shame and always 
waiking with my head dom. Not any more. 

Patsy's experience at Key North helped her identify with her First Nations hentage and 

break free fkom the cultural sharne she herself had üved with whüe growing up. She said 

that : 

1 f o d  whae we were growing up, we were scared of Natives.. .we weren't 
allowed to play with the Native kids. We werent alloweâ. We didnt grow 
up on the resave... We grew up afraid whereas with Key North, when 1 went 
there, 1 was kind of afraid, like, 'How are these people going to treat me?' sort 
of thing, but then you fit right in, so it changed my outlook towards Native 
people because al1 1 ever seen was violence.. .it helped me realize al1 Natives 
aren't the same. That's just one reserve. They're not al1 like that. It brought 
me to the point where 1 was able to say I'rn Native.. .I understand more. Like 
1 was prejudiced.. . I  was, that's the way 1 grew up, just watching al1 the bad, 
that's it ... They're not al1 that bad. I'rn one of them. Whereas before 1 would 
deny that I was Native. 

When asked whether anything had become more important to her, Naomi replied that: 

My education 1 think is. Not only my education. It's just a sense of myself, 
such as treating myself differently.. .I view myself differently [than]. . . before 1 
started Key North. With the added Native culture ...y ou know, the spiritual 
and that, it's added to my personality ... You know my fnendship [with 
someone at Key North], it's changed my attitude towards different people. 
Now I have a better mdentanding of Native people. Do you know what I'm 
saying? Key North was good but what it did [for] me wiil 1st more than what 
[only] the [office and cornputer] C U ~ C U ~ U ~  [will] ... last me, there's other 
sniffbesides cucriculumum..I can identify with Native people now ... For instance, 
being so shy, like you know, 1 know that being so shy is not a bad thing to 
be ... h e  aiways known it was there; it was just discoverhg it.. .I get, there's a 
power that 1 get from it. ..It angers me when I see Natives who don't take 
pride in their culture. 1 think that's one of my biggest pet peeves. 

Zonca: Any ideas as to why you think they might not take pnde in their 
culture? 

Naomi: Probably for the same reasons 1 did.. . that's not who you want to 
be.. .or not being happy with who they are.. . fiom generations of getting that 
negative attitude ... 1 just knew it wasn't a good thing to be Native ... 1 would 
always say that 1 was French. 



Yvome also adrnitted that she had denied her hentage for too long and was now ready for 

change. She told me that: 

[Fm] Native and nobody can change that ... but 1 tried ... doing what the white 
... people do and that there. Gave up on my own traditions and my hentage 
and wayihing.. .I figured [that cultural loss] happened.. . when 1 came up here 
[to a city/town] ... because 1 had lived down on the reserve [for most of my 
childIiood] ... and then 1 moved Born my people and came up here to a strange 
place...Then I got used to it [the city] and when 1 [would] go to the reserve 
... 1 [couldn't] wait to get back up here [the city] because [I became so used 
to the city] more than the reserve. 

Native Heritane Awareness 

In addition to combatting cultural and racial shame, some women also told me that 

they learned a lot about Native culture through: 1) participating in sacred ceremonies; 2) 

learning about craftwork and beadwork; and 3) leaning about Native roles and values. 

Naorni explained how she " was adopted so 1 wasn't exposed to Native culture so the 

Healing Circles were for me. ..very.. .rewarding! " Germaine, who is of rnixed heritage, 

explained that "1 wanted to leam more about my Native heritage and Key North was the 

beginning . . . it's like 'yes ! ', I'm st arted" . 

11 ' t7kv had ceremonies there. that I stiI1 keerr as a oart of mv life". For some 

women, gaining more knowledge about their Native Hentage meant learning about Native 

ceremonies such as the healing and talking circles. When asked what she learned when 

pdcipating in a cleansing ceremony, Jade replied that: 

... at first ... it wasn't affecthg me ... but [eventwlly] it did make me feel 
rel axed... It helps you come to ternis with younelf and.. .it makes you feel 
more nlax eû...it just gives me a little bit of culture that 1 never had before ... 1 
dont know ifit's a 'reiigion'; to them [Natives], it's the Creator. Like for me, 
it was always 'Gd' because 1 always went to [church]. ..and now 1 want to get 
into more Native stuK..I find that it brought more out in me than going to 



Sunday scbool all my life...like you know ...y ou go to Sunday school and you 
l e m  about stuff like Jesus and God and you sing your songs ... but 1 find 1 
leamt so much in so littie time [at Key North] than 1 did in my twelve years 
at Sunday school. 

21 "1 leamed hmu to d e  a &am catcher''. At the same time, other students 

gained knowledge about their Native hentage by leamhg craftwork and beadwork. For 

some, a dream catcher was just "a decorationN untü they leamed the teachings behind its 

significance. Some remembered that "each little web had something to do with you" and 

others remembered how it was made to help keep "happy thoughts" when you sleep. 

3) "1 didn't realize how sacred t h i n ~ s  were". In addition to participating in 

ceremonies and craftwork, for some women, leaming about their Native hentage meant 

learning about Native values. Germaine told me that : 

... finally, 1 know like, things I've felt ail my life ... They wey North] teach 
about the Native way ... about king one with Mother Earth and respecting her 
and the trees and the plants and the animals and stuff 1 was just like that al1 
my life ... 'Don't pull the branches off the trees, dont litter.. .pick up your 
messes' ...y ou know, being Nce to animais and...I took it more or less for 
granted and now 1 leamed more respect for the people. 

Jade found that her perspective of al1 people had changed. She told me that: 

It just made me look at people differently, not to look down at people, not to 
think that I am better ...[ and elders] ... They're not 'old people'; they're more 
respected. It's like they're wise ... You can just tell that they've been through 
so much [and since] we're just starting out you need to respect them because 
we're going to be like that [one day]. 

Naomi, who in the past, had struggled with maintaining the motivation to obtain her high 

school diploma was particularly influenced by the teachings on the "four aspects o f  Me". 

She told me that: 

I would like to leam more about.. . the Medicine Wheel.. . spirituality . . . 1 do 
beiieve in the fours aspects [physicai, emotional, mental and spiritual]. . . where 



if one is out of balance, the nsi is out of balance.. .and it's m e  you know, you 
can't feel motivated if you're sick or something is stoppïng ycu at one of the 
other areas... It [the Medicine Wheel] makes sense to me. 

Lakita enjoyed leamllrg about the roles of women in Native society. She explained that 

an elder guest speaker brought awareness to how Native women "have to honour our 

roles as mothers.. . how we have very special traits that men don? have.. .Therets patience; 

therets nurairing. ..and she uied to instill in us, to value the traits that we women have 

exclusively that men don't have". Similarly, Vivian-Lee recalls an elder telling the women 

that, "You have to love yourself to be a strong person and take time to pray, take time to 

go outside and thank the trees, the grass, the Mother Earth, and that's one way you'll 

become strong. " 

Personal Chan~e  

The women attempted throughout the in te~ews to indicate that they felt 

dserently about themselves as persons because of the Key North expenence. The 

personai changes they had descnbed in Our conversations consisted of greater: 1) insight 

into self; 2) personal confidence; and, 3) sense of self-detemination. While such personal 

changes are often difficult to articulate, the following passages reflect a variety of attempts 

to describe personal impacts. 

1) " Wm, who is this rrerson ?" 

An element of personal change for some wornen involved finding out more about 

themselves - a kind of 'insight into self. For Lakita, she had reaiized that pnor to Key 

North she was consistently "sacrificing" her needs for others and could not seem '?O get 

out eom undern other people and other people's demands. Jade recognized that in the 



pas& she wodd not ailow herseif to cry wt dure her thoughts or concerns with others 

when somthing was bothering her. She told me, 

I'm not as angry as 1 used to be ... 1 had a lot of anga in me ... always held 
th& h . . I  I m e d  who 1 was, and how far 1 can take myself. ..and Fm more 
open to talk about myself.. .I [used to] let myself thllik that if 1 cry about 
something, th#re going to thllik Rn stupid but it's okay. People do have bad 
fedings sometimes; if it makes you want to tak, then tak. 1 always thought 
that 1 wuld be 'the listenef for people but for me to tell something, I'm not 
going to do t..h Jade and rP3 a happy person. Ihl strong and I'rn not aûaid 
to fight for whai I beiieve in, about rny job or anything like that. If you asked 
me that question two years ago, fvho is Jade?', well 1 [didnt know] but [now] 
1 have a more feeling of who I am now and I'rn still growing . . . There's still so 
much more ... about me, that 1 have to realize. 

Ursula came to acknowledge that she had unresolved feelings about a death that had 

occurred in her family many years ago. She told me that : 

[In life skills] we had to express Our feelings and get to know ounelves. 
Some cases it's shocking. .. What happened one time, we had an [event].. We 
had to go to and there was a healer there and she had shown this film about 
this person [with an ilines] and 1 dont know i f t  was P.M.S. or what but they 
showed it and just shortly before that, she had given us a paper to write down 
[our thoughts] and ... al1 of a sudden 1 jua started crying. I ran to the 
bathroom and 1 burst out crying and 1 was pretty shook up ... Mer, 1 was 
embanarsed, 1 didn't want to corne out ... 1 felt so awful and I started thinking 
because of this life skills [course] 1 could accept her [the instructof s] help, 
and not be so embarrassed about having feelings. It was weird ... that there 
were still unresolved feelings about [a family member's] death. It was really 
hard.. .I'd never had any dosure and then leaniing £tom life skills at Key North 
it helped me leam how to close the issue. It really helped me personally. 

2) " l m  more confidknt in mvself now " 

During their time at Key North, the women were confronted with a variety of 

personal, educational and work-related tasks that would give each of them the opportunity 

to test themselves. As the participants encountered and 'tackied' the assignrnents that lay 

ahead, the end result of ail the work they had accomplished was ofien a great sense of 



personaf confidence. For some women, their increase in confidence came as a result of the 

knowledge and skills they aquired during the program. Emma explaineci that the 

emergence of her perronal confidence was like "if you take a bud of a flower and you 

don't h o w  anythmg, you don't have no knowledge or skills, by the time you're done, 

you've bloom d... and you're a new person!". For Jade, ha personai confidence came out 

of leaming how to be more assertive with people. She noted that: 

They would help you with interpersonal communications, how to deal with 
people and deal with yourself. how to be more assertive and not 
aggressive ...p was] like a passive person, 'okay, no problem', I'd put my head 
dom but then 1 became, like 1 spoke out a little more and 1 found that it got 
me further than not saying [anything] at al1 .At made me feel better about 
myseiftbat 1 can get more things 'done' that way; 1 can do more than 1 thought 
that 1 could possibly do. It made me feel good about myselE..I decided not 
to put myself down, it helped me a lot with my selficonfidence. 

And for Naomi, overcoming her "shyness" gave her more personal confidence in talking 

with people. She stated that: 

It did give me confidence, with the anger management, problem solving 
and.. .leamhg how to shake hands.. . 1 find I'm more, 1 can introduce myself to 
people easily; I can talk to people easily. I'm not shy anymore, so maybe you 
can put that one dom because that's the one thing 1 gained out of Key North. 
Pm not as shy as 1 was. 

31 "1 can accomolish anythin~ now!" 

Another component of personal confidence for the women involved gaining a 

sense of seEdetermination - a kind of "1 can show you", "1 can do it ! " way of thinking. 

Some told me that they became much more "motivated" and "determined" to find a job, a 

life and happiness, whereas before they felt there were "limitations" on what they could 

achieve in life. Lakita's experience at Key North made her realize that she was capable of 

b e t t e ~ g  her life. She said that : 



. . . when 1 first came up here [fiom anotha cityltown], 1 felt like there was 
limitations on what 1 could do but 1 wu capable of doing! And 1 guess it's 
because of all the bad experiences that I had [before]. 1 jua felt 1 wasnt 
capable.. .because 1 wasn't attending to things very weii, my d a g e  fell 
apatt, my job fd apt. The üst is so loag 1 guess I'm not handling things too 
wdl'...There were times 1 woulâ ait hae...was iike, 'okay, what do 1 do now?'. 

For Maude, feeling more accomplished made her more motivated to move on with her life. 

She said that: 

I'm feeling better about myseK 1 actualîy have a certifiate to show that 1 
went through this secretary [course]. Even if I'm not going into secretarial 
work, 1 still got something to prove that 1 went through ... I've made and 
achievement.. .I want to get things done, like before it was just like 1'11 get it 
done when 1 get it done. Now 1 just want to get things done, make a 
life.. .gain a lot of independence. 

When asked, "do you do anything differently now?" Sirah replied that: 

Yes, I don 't... wait for a job to corne looking for me, 1 go looking for it now. 
You know, before 1 figured, well lit will corne' ... It doesn't happen that 
way.. .with working, I've seen myselt . .[malce] money ! 1 like that feeling. I 
don't want to live on $1000 a month for the rest of my life. No thank-you.. . I 
don't expect things to happen because they're going to happen. 1 make things 
happen now. 

Kev North: "A S t e p ~ i n ~  Stone for Native Women" 

The theme of Key North as a stepping stone for Native women was identified by 

many participants as a start or a new beginning that could help develop additional work 

and education options. For most wornen, this meant "breaking out of their shell" as one 

student expressed it. At the very least, some women gained a sense of self-confidence that 

might guide them to take the advantage of future opportunities and overcome the 

difiiculties of their own personal situations. For others, their increased sense of self-worth 

was translateci directiy into the desire for more training and education. For them, the Key 

North setting provided a non-threatening approach to introduce or re-introduce them to 



Aithough most of Key North's tnining was geared to having studaits enter the 

worlôorce upoa graduation, most students felt that the training program was more of "a 

start", "a new beginning" or a "stepping stone" to achievhg "bigger and better things". 

Rhoda explained thatw : 

It's a start; it's a starting. 1 wouldn't say that ifyou go to Key North that you're 
guaranteed a great job and sniff but like 1 Say, like in my situation, 1 had no 
experience in that area whatsoever and it's a great starting point. Like you 
know to start out and kind of figure out what you want to do ... And 1 guess 
for those women who don't have their grade ten and stuff like that, to go 
there, they will leam ... The women who don't, don? have any degree, and 
education, like high-school education, maybe go there, start out and you 
know, kind of get into leaming again and then decide maybe go back to 
school.. . It prepares you more. 

Naomi felt the training program did, to some degree, mislead some women into believing 

that they could get a job after graduation, but aiso felt that the program was more of a 

"stepping stone" for Native wornen. She told me that: 

1 think Key North did meet their mandate in setting out what they were 
supposed to do ... It was an entry level program, 1 mean, 1 think when 1 started 
Key Nonh 1 had 16 words per minute and by the time 1 lefi1 was up to 35 
words so you know ... but even then, realistically, 1 would never get a job at 30 
or 35 words per minute ... the things is ... 1 think it wey Nonh] led you to 
believe that you could get a job afier when you know you can't ... 1 think it's a 
step to fùrther education ... It gives you the basics and then, but as far as 
getting you a job, it's unredistic ... it's just a stepping stone to going further. 
But it's unreaiistic to say that you will get a job while you're at it. 

Jade had similarly rnentioned that: 

I think it [Key Nonh] is just the basic of it. If you go there, it will give you 
more incentive to, maybe, go back to school. This gives you a feeling of 
getting the work feeling, this is what 1 want to do and maybe go back to 
college or something and then you're more prepared if they have that wey 



North experience] in them and then you notice when you corne out, they 
biow how [to work] because it's [Key North] is just like the basic groundiig. 

2) " Wirk Kev NorlAi, it's iust buildinp and building " 

Germaine noticed that other women who were not aiccessful in obtainllig 

employrnent upon graduation went on to "higher Ieaming". She said, 

1 find that a lot of women, if they dont get a job right &a they're done the 
program, they go ont0 higher leaming, you know and it's just &ng 
because when you're in there and you're Ieaming the stunand then you say 
'wow', you know, '1 want to go and take this or 1 want to expand on that'. 
Who was it? One of the women fiom our group went on to take Business 
Administration. My sister actually went on to do Native Counselling at 
[anotha school].. . do you know, it just, it kind of opens up your awareness of 
what is out there and what you can take. You know. It's a big world. 

Quincy described some of the career options she explored while she was at Key North. 

She commoiited that : 

... through Key North, through their core progra m... 1 could look for more 
things to leam up on, you know what 1 mean ... I've since gone to [another 
industry] and gotten more information. 

Social Structural Constraints on Particination for Native Women 

A variety of constraints were identified by the women which sometimes made 

participation difficult to achieve. They ment ioned constraints t hat co~ec ted  t heir 

personal situation to child are  needs, time available for family rnembers and finances. 

These are some of the same rasons that had forced some women to drop out of the 

program prior to the initial inteniiews. Institutional constraints centred around the 

constant threats to fùnding that Key North has had to endure over the past decade which 

have, in tuni, affected its programming. 



Some told me that prior to attending Key North they were on social assistance for 

an extended penod of time and, once they had retumed to work full-time, their children 

found it d i f i d t  to adjust. Sirah told me that ha going back to work full-time was very 

dficult for her chiidren to get used to and because they were havhg such problems 

adjusting she had contemplated dropping out of the program. She explaineci h t :  

LI was] just tired ...[ of].. .getting up at six o'clock in the moming, getting my 
kids ready, like you know, like my daughter for school ... out the door, it's like 
7:30 in the morning, 7:45 and 1 couldn't even see her off to school, like I got 
to go. Like 1 got home. ..at 530, 5 :45 and they're in bed at 8:00 so 1 had no 
time with my kids ... It was the biggest thing for me for the longest time ... 1 
never got to see my kids.. . I'd Say 1 1/2 hour a day I'd spend with them. 

Megan had also told me, 

... the children, they miss me and they're used to me being home al1 the 
time ... we had a babysitter and we couldn't aEord her when [my partner 
finished schwl] ...[ when I started back at work] 1 was so womed for the first 
two weeks. 1 thought about putting bugs in my house and because 1 really 
have a hard time tnisting people. You hear some crazy stories about, you 
know, rotten people doing this and that but it tums out that she was really 
good at communicating with them and she made sure they were fed and al1 
their basic needs. But 1 get jeaious in a way you know, thinking she's got the, 
you know, she's getting the attention that 1 should get.. . [and] when they were 
sick too. Like [my son] he came home this winter [really sick] and we had, 
weU 1 had to take a couple of days off but it was hard. 

Tommy, who had members of her family to rely on for child care, experienced no 

problems with her children but noticed that other mothers in the prograrn encountered 

dficulties with baby sitten and in many cases needed to cal1 in sick so they could attend 

to their children. She said that : 

1 know a lot of the women felt really bad because they knew that ... th& 
attendance was being held against them [when they had to take a day otfof 
work to take care of their children] ... I just know they felt really bad ... they felt 



k e  they were letting everyboâjj clown. 

21 "A lot of mv bills didn 't pet naid" 

Some students told me that the wage they earned at Key North was difficult to 

"juggle" financially. Vian-Lee explallied that, "you have to scrape your way in life. i'm a 

single parent and it's hard." The single mothers 1 spoke with, encountered much difEculty 

with paying their rent, getting food and keepuig up with the dress code at Key North. 

Some students who had family members living close by looked to them for financial 

support and others found themselves bartering with neighbours for some necessities such 

as "a bag of milk or diapers", for example. 

3) " The &as code .. it was too strict" 

Some women also explained that there was approximately a two-week period 

where they were receiving no money at al1 while they were waiting to get ont0 Key 

North's payroll. With this in mind, Quincy explained that the dress code was particularly 

difficult to follow. She explained that: 

The only thing for me that was h d  of an obstacle was getting the clothing for 
the dress code . A i s  transition fiom welfare to Key North [payroll] was 
ke.  ..you didn't have two pennies to rub together.. .it was kind of fnistrating. 

41 " Tke accountinp wodd have corne in  handv " 

Because of the funding constraints the centre has had to endure over the past 

couple of years, some of the courses offered to the women in the past have had to be 

temporariiy omitted such as, for exarnple, accounting. Most women told me that by not 

having access to courses such as accounting or other cornputer software, they felt more 

limited when applying for work and other educational programs. 



Some wornen mentioned that the stress and pressure of more funding cutbacks that 

could possibly cause Key North to temporariiy close down was a womsome and 

unpleasant possibüity. Lakita told me that: 

I think that [the potential to close dom] womes a lot of people because 
they'n not sure if...there still would be money for our program. Maybe 1 felt 
that was a speculation at the t h e  and but 1 mean, in the Native 
community, ... especially around our placements, 'oh 1 heard that place is in 
trouble', you know,. .. We heard things on our placement and miff and t hat was 
always a wo ny... There was always this sense of if there is anything 1 could do 
to help keep it going. 1 think there was a lot of that ingrained in al1 of the 
people that went through there.. .if it was brought to the attention of enough 
people and 1 t M  t here is enough people who care about it who would try to 
keep it going because it is a vital service. 

W .  Connecting Processes with Outcoma 

There were many benefits that women realized from the program. However, there 

were some particuiar aspects of the training that stood out as most beneficial. The 

following 'connections' illustrate how, for some women, the permissiveness of the training 

environment and pedagogy helped facilitate leaniing. For others, the non-judgmental 

pedagogy helped them explore other work and educational options. Sorne students 

explained how the supportive pedagogy, women centred environment and practical skills 

training helped develop personal confidence and positive self-esteem. Still others found 

that the life skills helped develop realistic insight on the work force and positive personal 

growth. And, there were some who found that the training cumculum helped facilitate 

cultural leamhg and racial healing. 

1) "Itk such a unigue environment" 

Many of the women 1 spoke to had not been engaged in formal training or 



education for quite some time pnor to attending Key Noxth. Having an environment or 

atmosphere which was sensitive to their needs and inexperience is what many women felt 

contributed to their ability to leam. Tomrny contrasted a computer course she had taken 

after her training at Key Norih to the "stressless environment" of Key North training. 

1 had taken a computer course atter [my Key North training] and 1 found [at 
Key North] it seemed to be a lot of self-teaching, the books were there, as far 
as the cornputa went, and.. . they [the instructors] were always right t here for 
help but it seemed you had to do a lot on your own which 1 really like ci... as 
weil as the Pace that you're taught at. It was sort of stressless and it's easier 
to leam in that sort of environment than it is to leam in a stresshl 
environment, in a more cornpetitive [environment] even.. .Most people 
whether you're Native or not, 1 think l em  better in a stressless environment 
but Native people just have a different way of viewing things, I think they're 
a linle more relaxed, you know, people say laid back or whatever but 1 think 
they have a more relawed attitude and 1 think t hey have to be taught that way. 
They canl be taught in a real aressful way ..A wasn't like 'everyone sit in front 
of [the computer]; everybody do this now', and then that's finished and then 
on to the next thing; so, it was more of an individuai thing ... a lot of 
nonjudgmental teaching and . . . like jus being guided.. .like how your 
grandmother would teach you or something. 

Lakita felt that the ongoing support she received both during and after the prograrn was 

'vital' to leaming. 

1 think they got an atmosphere of providing the proper atmosphere and by 
being supportive and by being just, just 'being there', the type of organization 
that they are, you know, with the content, with the way they approach things, 
1 think that aii helped. The instructon are very supportive, you know; they let 
me know that they do their best for you and 1 think that means a lot, that 
means an awfd lot ... They jus never, they don? seem to close the doors you 
bww, it's so irnpo rtant... 1 know that xems to be an ovemding theme here but 
this is what 1 seem to ... have got out of it the most and it was the most special 
to me ... it really helps to leam. When you have that kind of suppo ri... It's vital 
actually . 

For Maggie, feeling both equal to and supponed by instructors who consistently remained 

patient with their shidents is what she felt contributed to her leaming. 



It was the way the instructon made you feel. ifyou ever had any problems 
you never had to worry about asking, 1 was never afkaid of asking.. .I really 
enjoyed leaming in that care-fiee and warm environment. And they were 
v q ,  vay patient with you. 1 had a really hard time with the cornputers, that 
computer really got me upset and they were reaily patient with you and she 
w d d  ahvays come back ewn ifshe had to show me twenty tirnes she would 
always corne back she wouldn't lose patience with me ... So 1 had gonen real 
support fiom them. 1 know that i f 1  was in a different setting, 1 know that 1 
would newr ask 20 h e s  for help, 1 would just struggle and try to do it on my 
own 1 was never afiaid to approach the instructors for anything. They were 
there for you and that was the important thing. 

2) "I'm not cut out ta do office work" 

For many women, Key North was not going to be the last phase of formal 

eâucation or training they would undergo. For Xavier, simply gaining the "knowledge" 

that she was unaware of pnor to Key Nonh, was what lead most women, in her opinion, 

to 'want to learn more'. 

[Key North] brings them out of their sheU, gets, they get that knowledge, that 
knowledge they were missing; they start to enjoy it and open up more and I 
find you want to l e m  more after that you know ... it opened doors for my 
computer training, it made me want to leam more.. .Brou@ me out of my 
shell. 

Being allowed to explore other work options and being given the freedorn to decide how 

far they could take their training, resulted in some wornen deciding that the secretanal 

route was not what they wanted to do. For Quincy, the honesty and openness by the staff 

at Key North helped her to examine other weer alternatives. She commented that: 

You can always go on and do more ...Ify ou're interested in a cefiain aspect of 
something, you can go up to them [aafYat Key Nonh] and say 'do you have 
any information on whatever? Do you know where 1 can look for it?' And I 
think that's r d l y  good, that theytre [the staff] open iike that. 

The suppon and encouragement Naorni experienced helped her continue exploring other 

occupations. She said, "You get ail the support and encouragement to feel thatts where I 



want to go, that's what 1 should do khd of thing.. .'You've [Key North] given me a couple 

of ideas, you know,.. .of where 1 want to go*. 

HaWig the opportunity to gain valuable work expenence with Key North's 8-week 

cuoperative placement was why many women choose to attend this program. And, for 

some women, it was during their work placement that they came to realize that they did 

not want to pursue secretariai work as a career. Megan explained that, although she was 

no longer interested in secretaria1 jobs she did not, feel that the training she received at 

Key North was a waste of time. She said that: 

1 corne to the conclusion now that I'm not cut out to do office work. For 
m y e  it's too routine, you know, 1 like a variation in whatever I'm doing.. .It 
[the program] gave me an excellent, like it wasn't just focussed on one thing 
for me, reafly ... It gave me a lot of insight, like 1 had always, 1 like to touch on 
everything. I'rn just one of those people that enjoys leaniing ... 1 know that 
this will always help me through because everything involves some kind of 
paper work and cornputer skill. 

Martha also told me of a 'revelation' she had encountered when she attended art 

information session while she was on her work placement. 

She [someone in the cornrnunity] made a couple of presentations over there 
[at my placement], and that was the clincher for me. It was like ... that was 
it.. .instead of just being a secretary now, I'm going to [another program to 
pursue another career]. I've become more focussed, too, like 1 know what 1 
want to do now so and if 1 hadn't had that job placement ... how was 1 
supposed to know? ... 1 even [asked the presenter] a whole bunch of questions 
and that ... and 1 was just blown away, thinking, this is what 1 want to do! It 
was like a revelation, you know ...y ou also get a lot of valuable networking. 
Like, when I was at my [placement] there was a job posted ... and 1 
thought ... IU apply for it ... but if 1 wouldn't have got that job placement. ..I 
wouldn't know ... it wasn't even advenised in the paper because they didn't 
advertise in the paper because it was posted intemally. 

The personal growth the women undenvent dunng their training was most often 



charaaerized by a strong sense of personal confidence and selfdetermination. Jade 

explained that her selfkietennination came as a r d t  of the suppon and encouragernent 

she received nom the instructors who did not "push" her progress. She noted that: 

Yw're newr alone, like you never had to do anything by yourself.. .They dont 
pu& you thae; you're on your own. Ifyou need a hand, they're aiways ready 
and behind you. They let you know you can do something, Lyou ] just tum 
around and they're there. It gives you a sense of feeiing that, 'Wow, I'm 
powerfU, 1 can do this. It's in me.' It's great. 

At the same time, none of the women underestimated the power and iduence the other 

women 00th students and staff) had on each other. Sirah explained how the other wome?i 

she worked with who were, for the most part, in a similar life situation, had contributed to 

her sense of self-determination. She stated that: 

You know, 1 think it was being around al1 those girls ... 1 had just become 
content living at home, doing nothing, it's because [that's] what he enjoyed 
[my ex-pattner] and you know, then 1 go into this new group of women who 
were mostly single mothen or had jua lefl relationships, like jua myself, and 
they were standing on their own two feet and 1 thought [to myselfl. 'hey. I 
was never Iike this?. 

For many women, the self confidence they developed was often a result of the skills and 

knowledge they had acquired during their training. And these new skills and knowledge 

gave most women an opportunity to enter into an area of work which they felt was a 'step 

above' what they have been accustomed to in the past. Patsy explained to me, "It's the 

skiiis, ha- the skills, learning more skills, whereas 1 would have never had that. 1 

would still be scmbbing toilets al1 weekends." Martha similarly illustrated that, "It's giving 

me confidence in the ability now that I've actudly had 'on-the-job experience'. 1 can 

a d y  put that on my resume". And Sirah also explained that, 

Everythîng is al l  there for you. Like you know, older women have gone there 



who've neva worked a day in theu üfe and ended up with a job ... Everythhg 
is W<e hands-or experience nght there. You're l e d g  thae and you get to 
build up your seIf-contïdence and then go out on placement ... I've gone to 
work in some places ... They stick with things that are heavy right off the bat 
and expect you to work through it.. .Things over t h  [at Key North] are easy 
then you gradually b d d  you up to it. It's like your self confidence isn't being 
shattered every time you d e  a mistake. 

Tommy explained how becoming more weli-rounded and "balanced" on the academic side 

of her life helped her develop more self confidence. She told me, 

1 have a lot more confidence in more the academic side of my life where 
before my We was more, it wasn't, 1 didn't find that tembly important. 1 never 
found that tembly important. It was something that I could always live 
without. 1 didn't have to be cornputer literate. I didn't have to know how to 
balance records and that sort of thing.. . p o w  I'm] more rounded.. .more 
balanced. 

Quincy, who had been unsuccesstUl at finding employment told me she still maintains a 

positive outlook on life. She said that, 

Going through Key Nonh, you're a lot more positive because you know 
you're learning something and you feel beîter about yourself too because 
you're working. I rnean it's, it's a training program but you're also, it's treated 
as work and as a job, you're gming paid and ifyou feel a lot better about your 
se K... after you're done the program, it's easier to stay more 1 guess confident 
in looking [for work] ... You feel better about yourself ..[because] 1 got this 
practical training, and it's not just in a section of your resume in 'educationl, 
itïs Li your work experience too.. .and even though you still don? get that job, 
you don't feel like giving up anymore. 1 mean sometimes, sometime you 
would fée1 'why am 1 even looking?' But now you don't. ..because right now 
I'm looking for work ... it's not such a big deal anymore if you don? hear back 
fiom people [employers] ...y ou know you're »ying..l h o w  I'm working at 
if.. -1 dont care what other people think. 

4) "Thev taudit us how to hande stress. oppressive ~euple - h m  to deal with the 
bulhhit " 

While a good majority of the skills and training the women receive at Key North 

has to do with office and clencal work, life skills was another component of the training 



from which the women felt they redly benefited. Many students now felt that they haâ an 

advantage whai entering the 'white work world' because they had gained redistic insight 

about what to scpect hom potential employers. Martha explained how she came to know 

how to resolve wnflia at work and 'hande' her supervisor. Martha described this 

situation as follows: 

Some of the life skills ... it helped me, helped me get dong professionally 
. . .Like we took how to resolve conflict in the office and there were times 
where you know, it would get a linle tense and 1 aiways felt like saying [to my 
supendsor] listen, III print it when 1 get a printer!' because 1 wasn't working 
with a printer and Pm thinking back to life skills and 1 thought, 'no wartha] 
you can't tell her off because she's your supervisor and you'll be out the door' 
so that helped me out ... Acnidly 1 left [at lunch]. 1 walked dl the way fiom 
[my placement] in high heels ... al1 the way here because 1 was angry. Yes, and 
then 1 phoned and 1 said 'I'm not feeling well, 1 won't be in this aftemoon', 1 
had some sick time coming to me anyway. And then we [my supewisor and 
Il talked it out over the phone. She knew 1 was rnad but then we talked it 
over.. .You c d  work day in and day out and not having a conflict every once 
in a while, put it in perspective, it's going to happen no matter who it is, you 
know ... And then after a couple of days there, it was forg0tten.J learned a 
couple ofthings off of her [my supervisor] ... One day 1 was also told that 1 lost 
a doaunent and it had statistics and confidentid names on it and I'm thinking 
'Did 1 b ~ g  it upstairs?', 'Oh it's my fault ! '. ..and then it tums out it was on her 
de* it had Wen behind sornething.. Here 1 am, 1 was al1 womed that it was 
my M t  and it wasn't... so now 1 know that about her ... I'm going to make sure 
that I keep track of paper in the office, like, because 1 feel you know, I'rn 
responsiile for the paper even if 1 put it on her desk. I'rn going to make sure 
that she knows it's on her desk ... I'd aiways go back to what 1 learned in life 
skiils ... she'd [our life skills instructor] gives us material on it and then they'd 
be role playing and stuff like that and 1 found it reaily helpfùl. 

Similarly, Francis discussed how the life skills training has helped her in the following 
words: 

[It] reaiîy heiped for me in persondity wise, to be more assertive. I'm not as 
shy as 1 used to be. It's made me, fiom the course, I'rn more confident in 
myself now.. . by taking the life skills and practising being assertive.. . how to 
deal with stress and how to find stress reI easem.... l'm a task-oriented person ... 1 
can work independently, just give me the work and PI1 do it. 1 find it really 
hard to work in a group setting because you get distracted really easily, with 



evaybody &ering..I find it's too much commotion going on ...[ now] 1 know 
how to say NO! and there's two sides to the story. Like it's not just me, me, 
me di the the, like 1 expect you [my partners or whoever] to help me out 
too. 

5) "Yes, I tm still lookinp for her but I'm d l  on mv wav" 

Whiie most women adniowledged that a fair amount of the leaming they did at 

Key North had to do with how they were going to fùnction in the workforce, they also 

explained that the Key North training cumculum made room for cultural leaming and 

racial healing as well. Maggie had said that "sometimes on Fnday aftemoons, we would 

take the aftemoon and it would just be life skills. And we would do what we wanted to 

do and it would always have to do with Natives, like craftwork or something and fulfill 

our Native interests." Maude felt that, the cultural component of life skills was where "al1 

the culture came out". She said that: 

Sometimes like if we weren't on our subject, the subject that we're talking 
about, like we're supposed to be in, we'd talk about something of our culture 
and we'd ask questions and ifone penon didn't know, there's aiways someone 
that knew about it. So they'd say something and then.. .we had days we didn't 
have to work at al1 ... we made medicine wheels, things like that, and that's 
where ail the culture came out and.. .if one person didn't know, someone else 
would so it was really good. 

Some women took what they leamed during these lessons and incorporated it into their 

lives outside of Key Nonh. Naorni told me that "every Thursday, they had a women from 

the Friendship centre corne in and she was more like a tacher and from there 1 used to go 

to the Healing Circles [at the Friendship centre]." Being exposed to other community 

members led some women to take notice of what other First Nations people were doing in 

the community. This exposure (both within and outside of Key North), in tuni, helped 

many women break fiee from the cultural and racial shame they had developed when they 



were children -sharne that was careftlly cultivateci in racist schools and comrnunities in 

which they had been raised. Tommy said that, 

The Awararss days...I thought was important. We had ... two days off to go 
and see speakers.. .and 1 think üiat was important. Sure, we weren't in the 
classroom doing things but we were out and about seeing you know, role 
models, k e  saeing people who are in the Native community that are teaching, 
that are doing very well. 

Thus, helping prepare Native women for the worlaorce by attempting to instill a strong 

sense of pnde for their hentage is definitely what led most women to appreciate Key 

North's uniqueness. Wanda shared with me advice that her father had given to her when 

she was growing up. She recounted that: 

[Society] it's not going to change. My dad used to say that, it's, it [the white 
man] will be there and we have to look forward and like there's no way, rny 
dad still goes in the bush by himseK..We have to make changes and you won? 
be able to go back to the way we were ... You're not going back to the way 
things were. It's best to just move forward and accept it .At's great to be in 
the Native thing ...[ but] we have to live in a society that we are now in and be 
able to, like take both sides of us, in both worlds. 

Martha explained that the danger of no t incorporating Native culture into programs Iike 

Key North rnay result in the extinction of First Nations culture. 

They're [Key North] very culturally aware and would make sure that we are 
exposed to the culture ... If you're not exposed tu it, you tend to be indifferent 
to it and maybe you lose it eventually [and] if we al1 lose it, then there won't 
be such a thing as a First Nations anymore, you know ... They keep it [our 
training] Native-specific. 

V. Creatiog Positive Change in First Nations Families and Communities 

During Our conversations, al1 the wornen explained that the learning and growing 

they did at Key North had an impact on other areas of their life outside the work world or 

the study world. In many cases, having such a positive expenence with the program led 



many women to relate differently to their fhiies, 6iends. jobs and to their heritage long 

after they had completed their training at Key North. 

Some women explained that they, over time, began to relate differentiy to their 

families as a resdt of attending Key North. For Megan, gainlig her own life outside the 

home led her to relate differently to her children. She said that: 

[At home] rrn more cairn, more relaxed. 1 [didn't] see thern al1 day so I'rn al1 
over them ... dometirne I'rn too tired and they're already sleeping [but] 1 
appreciate them a lot more.. .Like when 1 was in doing my monotonous thing 
with them al1 &y, we started to become quantity tirne.. .now it's more quality 
tirne. 

Emma explained how she feels organizations like Key North can "...play a major role in 

[Native families], showing their kids that they cm.. . do something." When asked if 

anything had becorne more important to her she replied: 

The role of being a mother. ..My son is doing resurnés and he's looking for a 
job ... 1 never noticed how much my son pays attention to what 1 was 
doing.. .such as attending Key North and going everyday and [he] sees that I'm 
doing something for him...He would see me bring my work home and I'd 
explain to h h  what I had to do and now he's into keyboarding at school. He's 
always liked cornputers and everything, he's such a bright boy. He's learning, 
I'm learning. 

Maggie pointed out that "making my children redire that there is no such thing as 

failure.. .if they fail a test, 1 tell them it's no big deal.. .that was part of one of our 

discussions about life and child raising, raising children, wz need to accept children for 

who they are. " Similady, my conversation with Maggie illustrates how her cultural 

understanding of Native society emerged fiom both her own leaming lead to assuming the 

responsibility for teaching others. 



1 take a bigger interest in my children's education ... My son's teacher phoned 
me and asked me if 1 would corne share something traditional with the class. 
So 1 took my four medicines and taught them about the four medicines and 
how we [Natives] use them. And 1 passed them around and 1 lit it up for 
than. .[at Key North 1 leamed that] you have to help non-Natives understand 
who we are. 

For Patsy, "not going to work mad everyday" strengthened her home Me. She said that: 

Like [at my other job] ... 1 hated the work ... 1 âidn't enjoy going to work, 
whereas now 1 enjoy going to work and it rnakes your home Sie better too 
because you're not coming home in a bitchy mood because you hate your 
job..I'm less of a bitch!. ..I have more tirne for rny own kids, you know, like I'm 
not crabby, dont wmt to be hothered, even when 1 would come home, 1 didntt 
want to cook supper. .and everybody was suffering, you know. 

2) " You pet more inde~endence " 

Many women chose to attend Key North because they hoped they could get help 

to "get off of welfare" --something which they al1 felt contributed to their low self-worth 

and gave 'working members of society' excuses to belittle them. By gaining more 

independence because of the job they landed or the "sense of themselves" they had 

acquired in knowing where they wanted to take their lives, most women were often left 

feeling better about their life situations. When 1 asked Germaine whether Key North had 

made a difference in her life she replied, "I'rn so much happier today. I'm working; 1 feel 

bem.  I'm making my own way. I'm making a better wage, you know ... [and] because 1 

earn a better wage; 1 Gan, you know, do whatever activities . A t h  the kids, with myseKM 

3) "It mves Native women a charice" 

In addition to gaining independence and 'control' over their lives, moa women felt 

that they had a better "shot" at a better future -to get "out of the slum" because of the 

knowledge and skills they had acquired duting their training --a kind of optirnism for the 



fùtwe. When 1 asked Patsy whether she viewed Me Merently she replied, *I think there's 

a chana for the futw now whereas More you work your ass off all your life, lke my 

dad did.. .you work hard for your money and it was al1 gone on pay day." When 1 asked 

Ursula whether she would recommend the program to anyone she told me, 

1 sure wo uid... 1 tried talking my daughter [into going] there. She's [between 
20 and 301 and she hasn't gotten her grade twelve yet but she still has babies 
at home so she's going to wait and get her grade 12 tirst. But she wants to 
[go into the business field] and 1 believe this would have helped her.. .I tried 
talking her [into going] there ... It could be a stepping stone into what she 
wants. It would give her the confidence. I mean she's very confident right 
now in what she wants and what she's going to do but it would give her the 
work expenence and rnaybe help her realize her goals. Redire her potential 
and her goals. 

For Abby, proving to herself (and others who might not believe) that Native women can 

"do it" or "make it" in the workforce was something she appreciated in the Key North 

prograrn. She told me that, 

In a society, like if you look in the paper ... a lot of Native women they're 
considered, not jua Native women, Native men.. . You'll see, well, t his Native 
woman, she's al1 dmgged up; she's into alcohol ... and that's what a lot of 
people consider, [that] Native people are just dmg users and alcoholics and 
bingo fanatics but they're also people too ... I find that a lot of people look 
down on the Natives more than any other people.. .[and the program helps 
Native women] to get out into the workplace, to prove to everybody that 
they're people too and they can do it jus as any, just as anybody else can do 
it ...y ou uui become what you want to become if you put your mind to it. 

For Megan, finding "a way out" of the "Qrcle of welfare" was how Key North made a 

difference in her life. 

1 have been recornrnending it to my fiiends, like there was one girl that was 
here and she was wondering what to do for the sumrner. 1 said, 'go to Key 
North' ... 1 started promoting it ... I learned so much in one short period of 
time .A was good for personal skills, like for people who have low self- 
esteern and ... it gets rid of the idea for a lot of people that you're supposed to 
be at home and the man is nipposed to be out working, you know or that if 



you're a single mother on welfate that you don't have to stay here [on 
assistance] you know ... There's a lot of Native women who are 
oppresseci ... They stay in the same situation because they don't see ways 
out ...[ and the program gives us] a way out of feeling that you're not going 
anywhere, you know. 1 find when you feel iike that, it affects your whole 
famiSr, espeaally your childnn..I think 1 d d  do more now. It doesn't seem 
so impossble, iike as far as cornputers go ... there's a lot more options for me. 

4) "1 think tkev fostet us into a sense of communitv that mmes & 

Women's working, interacting and wnstantiy sharing with the other women, 

promoted a sense of community at Key North. This Key Nonh community, in turn, 

fostered close friendships and a strong sense of belonging. Maggie, who had undergone a 

family tragedy pnor to attending the program, told me that being at Key Nonh "brought 

me out of the depression 1 was in.. . being able to share with the others". "1 came into Key 

North and by the second day, you're al1 fnends," Patsy said. For many women. the long 

lasting fnendships they had acquired during their training made the strongest difference in 

their lives. Shuing for Jade made her redite that 

When we'd open up about ourselves, [1 would notice] wow, she's a nice 
pason! Like, this is what happened to her but I'm not the only one with a bad 
p a s  you knoy everybody had something, a secret within them and it stayed 
within us ... they gave you a sense of belonging. 

Naorni's comments were similar to the effect that: 

Being with ten women [for a period of time] . . . I  gained future fnendships. ..I 
got to know the women more, iike you Imow, it's not where you're in a school 
room, and you do your work and you keep to yourself You're actually 
interacting with other women and leaniing about these people.. .the life skills 
you know, you got to know the people more dunng Iife skills than any other 
subject because you're interacting al of the time.. .it gives you self-confidence, 
just knowing that they're [the other women] going through the same thing. 

Sirah, who had aruggied in the past to leave a %ad' relationship, told me that staying on 

her own was easier "because 1 had back-up now, a whole network of fnends who stood by 
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me Ike through thick and thinn. The fnendships some women had developed with other 

Key North staf f  also foaered a sense of trust and belonging. Lakita told me, Key North 

"made a definite, definite difference in my life. 1 feel like 1 have some place to go.. .they 

have their ongoing support.. .they're jua always there.. .if they heu anything [about a job] 

they'ii phone you ... it's really had a big impact." 

5 "AHer Kev Norîh, 1 became a lirrle more involved in the cornmunifi" 

Having the opportunity to interact with other Native organizations (such as the 

Friendship Centre) gave the women a sense of community at Key Nonh. By being 

exposed to other Native organizations and other Native 'role models' in the cornmunity, 

some women were left feeling interested in becoming more involved with the Native 

cornmunity. With Key North as a base, women were exposed to Native role models, 

femaie role models, to other Native organizations and support groups. As a result. they 

emerged with a greater interest in and afinity for the Native community, women's 

cornmunity and community networks in general. Germaine admitted to me that, "1 havent 

joined any cornmittee's yet, although 1 am thinking of them ... 1 have to do something but I 

havent joined anything, no support groups, you know, like women's groups, I havent 

done that yet ... It's on my mind." Some, like Tommy, saw that leadership in the family 

wuld be used as leadership in the cornmunity. She said that: 

Community wise, whatever, like 1 found before Key Nonh, 1 was busy with 
family, busy, busy, busy you know, that was my whole world, it was family. 
So after Key North, 1 became a Iittle more involved in the comrnunity.. .. 
which was something they [Key North staa] aiways said. You should be 
involved, try to get involved with, on boards on different things which 1 
never would have done before. 



CHAPTER FOUR: THE HEALING CHANT 

The main goal of this evaluation study was to examine how Key North, as a Native 

women's training program, makes a difference in its students' lives. There were two 

aspects examine& a) what cornponents of the training program helpad prepare the women 

for their placement and the world of work; and b) whether any ideas, styles of relating or 

philosophies were s h e d  in the program that can be applied to other domains of life 

beyond the work and study world. The evaluation themes and coding categories were 

aimed at interpreting and capturing the experiences of women who possessed a diverse 

array of knowledge, skills and backgrounds. My discussions of personal. professional and 

cultural issues with current and past program participants made it clear that there were a 

number of common elements of the training prograrn that were experienced by al1 the 

participants. Qualitative data analysis identified experiential categones conceming: 1) the 

prograrn processes of Key North training that included the training environment, training 

pedagogy and training curriculum; 2) participant outcomes that included cultural and 

racial healing, personal change and constraints on participation for Native women. Two 

overriding themes emerged which underline the significance of Key Nonh for Native 

women: 1) Key North as a stepping Stone; and, 2) the women's experiences of racism and 

discrimination. The evidence. taken as a whole, indicated that the women felt differently 

and, in many cases, behaved differently as a result of the training they had received at Key 

North. The reflections by participants throughout the interviews made it clear that the 

students came away 60m the Key North experience with changes in themselves 

personally, professionally and culturally. 
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In foliowing section 1 briefly surnmarize the limitations of the current training and 

educational system and point out how Key North's approach to trainhg a n  act as mode1 

for change. Foilowing this, is a discussion of how Key North's training facilitates "healing 

educationw for its students. 1 then, speak to issues regarding First Nations women -how, 

particulariy in the case of Key North, they have been "reclairning" their responsibilities as 

Native women and have, as  a result, helped enonnously to heal and empower their 

children, families and communities. And finally, 1 provide a presentation of the Key Nonh 

program recomrnendations and conclusions. 

Job Training and Education 

The sense of personal and professional accomplishment expenenced by the women 

who participated in Key North training moves us to a consideration of training objectives 

beyond those that have been solely geared towards producing workers with 'job-specific' 

skills and leads to the question, 'what is good training?'. Can training be separated fiom 

education, the latter being a more holistic approach to skill development? If good training 

is solely geared toward labour market outcornes, will it ultimately produce students who 

are fiilly qualified for the 'good jobs'? The purely skill-directed approach tends to be too 

short to achieve ski11 levels offenng stable, higher paying employment and it continues to 

be offered in areas where there are signifiwit skill surpluses (Muszynski and Wolfe, 

1989). Most training prograrns have done little to create a system where overall skills can 

be upgraded on an ongoing basis, and in a self-directed fashion, nor has it contributed to 

building the Bexibiiity and adaptability of workers to respond to situations outside the 

firms in which they are trained (Muszynski and Wolfe, 1989). In Canada, over the past 
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t h e  decades, a vast infiastructure has been created for the public provision of training in 

the form of comrnunity colleges. The roles of these institutions need to be integrated 

more effdvely with those of the private sector in the way of cooperative work 

placements for example, to ensure that workers acquire a balanced mix of genenc and 

firm-specific skills. 

There were many features of the Key North Program which demonstrated the 

desirable characteristics of good training programs. The fact that women were paid 

during the time they were involved in the program helped them to "get off welfare" and 

gain a sense of control over their lives both financially and personally. The skills-based 

training was offered in a non-threatening environment which allowed women to work at 

their own pace. They were also given a 12-week work placement in a setting outside Key 

North. This cooperative work placement helped many women realize their work potential 

through their application of the computer and office skills they had leamed. In some 

cases, however, women recognized that office work was not what they wanted to pursue 

as a profession. Although Key North offers specific skills training in an area of work 

which has traditionally represented a lower paying segment of the labour market, the 

training did involve leanilng ccmputer-based technology which could form the building 

block for ftrther leaming, a ' stepping stone' . Not one woman felt that the skills she had 

aquired at Key North was a waste of time even if some women discovered that they 

wanted to pursue other areas of work. 

While many women valued the computer and office "skills" they l m e d  they 

came to realize that the personal confidence, insight and self-determination they had also 
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aquired could take them farther than ody having "job-specific skilis" to offer an 

employer. The fact that women had an opportunity to l e m  entry-level skills was the basis 

for their confidence. For the women in this shidy, the personal, cultural and professional 

skills they leamed were as vduable as 'just getting a job'. Many women admitted that even 

if they did not find a job, or were unsure of what exactly they wanted to pursue, they felt 

better about themselves as persons but more importantly, as First Nations' women! 

Recognition has been spreading in recent years that illiteracy in the labour force 

may constitute a significant barrier to development of technologically sophisticated skills 

base. This is especially the case for Native women. The labour market adjustment 

problems confronting women are several and are unique to women. Women face 

ovenvhelming barxiers to employment in high-skilled and well-paid non-traditional 

occupations. When they do have access to training, they are often encouraged to train for 

the low-paid, traditionally femaie employment which have ghettoized women's jobs. 

Women with farnily responsibilities particularly single mothers, must clear overwhelming 

additional hurdles to acquire adequate-paying jobs or to gain access to training programs 

because of the lack of adequate child care. 

For the First Nations' women in this study, the constraints they identified most 

often were primarily centred around issues of childcare, family and finances. Those 

women who had either entered the worldorce for the first time or re-entered after a long 

period of absence found it difficult to have to leave their family in the care of a "baby 

sitter" (who in most cases, they did not know very well). The transition fiom social 

assistance to Key North's payroll, Ieft many women with practically no income at ail for a 



period of two weeks at the begi~ing of their training. For many, financial strains 

continued long after they began training as they struggled to "keep up" with the "strict" 

dress code they were required to foUow for the training program. For these reesons, the 

high costs of leaving home to go to schwl and work would ultimately lead some women 

to drop out of the program. Women who have been on low inwmes have linle recourse 

to economic resources that can hold them over in times of financial exigency. 

Employment barriers expenenced by women have been the focus of considerable 

public attention over the past decade. There has been only limited progress in addressing 

the disparity between male and female wages and the breaking down of traditional 

occupational barriers. Canada's training system consists of a complex web of programs 

that operate at three levels of govemment across public and private agencies, although, in 

theory, the federal govemment has been primarily responsible for training and adjustment 

policies since it is the level responsible for employrnent and national economic policy 

(Muszynski and Wolfe, 1989). An improved training system requires increased federal 

fùnding to be directed not only towards employed workers who have become (or have 

been) unemployed, but especially towards those with a more marginal attachment to the 

labour force such as is the case for the Fira Nations' women who participated in this 

study. The devolution of training prognuns to the provincial level and the institution of 

block grants puts into jeopardy the continuity of funding for Native-run programs. 

Key North: Towards "Healing" Education and Training 

Key North's pedagogical practices consists of instnxtors acting as facilitators, 

concemed with creating an open climate of trust and acceptance in which students are fhe 
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to experiment, explore and l e m  at their own pace. This practice is testimony to the 

beneficial effects ofa humanistic view of leamhg within which instruaors, using a 

friendly, respectfbl marner that reflects a more egalitarian style of interaction can help 

facilitate and encourage leaniing, personal growth and 'healing' -heaîing in this case Born 

rnany losses -1oss of land, loss of culture, language and raciai respect. 

The barriers First Nations' people, especially Native women, face in the labour 

force are not only tied to issues of training, finance and child care. The First Nations' 

women in this study al1 spoke of having to bear (both in the past and today) the resentfid 

accusations that their post-secondary education has been "paid for" by tax payers, pointed 

out that they were not "as good" as the other white students in their class and that they, 

because of their ethnic and racial heritage had been made to endure the racist, hurtful 

comrnents made by school mates, teachers and people they did not even know in public. 

The intolerance, racisrn and near cultural genocide First Nations' people have had to 

endure is seen by our present school system as a separate issue not to be openly discussed 

in public forums. The present school systern for First Nations' students are, as a result, 

political sites of the dialectical tensions of power, privilege and state policy (Calliou, 

1995). Such expenences clearly point to the urgency of having general education not only 

create an open forum to promote "ethnic sharing" and to have both Native and (especially) 

nonoNative students taught Aboriginal land and treaty rights their history and the current 

challenges First Nations are presently undergoing to have those rights both recognized 

and respected by Our Canadian governments. Multi-ethnic sharing can help stimulate 

wrnrnunity education on the cultural identity, reality and history of First Nations only 
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when a public forum for such discussion is available to students in their classroom learning 

environments (Haig-Brown, 1 995). 

By recognizing the reality and histoiy of each Native student's life and the urgent 

historic need to create and revitdize cultural tiameworks for education, schools can 

address the spinnial crisis created by cultural genocide and structurai racism with 

progranis that respond to these urgent needs (Regnier, 1995). The need to address the 

emotional and spiritual aspects of people in learning (rather than solely 'feeding their 

minds') has been put into practice at the Joe Duquette High school in northem 

Saskatchewan which uses the Sacred Circle to rnould their educational practices. The 

Sacred Circle, within Cree cosmology, acts as the foundation for their educational 

framework and demonstrates how a non8urocentric fiamework for emancipation 

education in an urban context can offer insights for other Fint Nations in their struggles to 

rwamp the current education system (Regnier, 1995). Cree cosmology (as does other 

Fust Nations ideals) sees human beings and nature as connected and unified, views time as 

cyclical rather than linear, and allows for a sense of ultimate meaning and purpose to 

emerge in learning. Such a school, that offers imaginative educational practices for 

advancing First Nations urban culture, the healing and Sacred Circle foundations provide 

for movement towards the "good" about First Nations heritage, towards positive human 

growth and development and towards creative responses to many challenges faced by 

urban Fust Nations in their quest for a good life (Regnier, 1995). 

Healing education, as found in Key Nonhts approach to cumculum and teaching 

that incorporates First Nations history, experience, diversity and reality into it's learning 
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and objectives thereby attempts to transcend the neo-colonial teaching which has inherited 

Eurocentric educational goals, cumculum and frameworks which did not address the 

immediate reality of students (Regnier, 1995). Key North staff, in their ability to share 

'themseIvesl, ~rnmunicate parts of their lives through respect, empathy and non- 

judgmental teaching helped facilitate student development, learning and growth. 

Similarly, in the 'teacher as healer' model used (Katz and St. Denis, 1991 as cited in 

Regnier, 1995) the staff present a model of teaching 'as healing' based on their study of 

elders and medicine people in Cree and Fijian Cultures. There, the "teacher as healer is 

one who, infused with spiritual understanding, seeks to make things whole ... seeks to 

respect and foster interconnectedness between herself, her students and the subject matter; 

between the school, the community, and the universe at large --while respecting each part 

of these interconnected webs" (Katz and St. Denis, 199 1, 24 as cited in Regnier, 1995). 

As an independently Nalive women-mn organization with it's own, distinct and 

sacred 'space', the Key North training program was able to participate in what Friere 

(1971) refers to as "the practice of fieedorn" in which students' personal and political 

autonomy gave rise to the possibility of institutionalizing 'their own' sacred ceremonies, 

rituals, social support practices, cultural activities, and culturally appropriate classroom 

approaches. These aspects of praxis with the culture (such as Native awareness days and 

retreats) were found to help facilitate cultural and racial healing for a majority of their 

students. Thus, if the purpose of education is to make a better life possible, then schools 

must address the real lives of students. For schools to make learning possible, it must help 

students address the cost determinants of learning (racism, sexism, classism) in their lives 
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(Regnier, 1995) in order to help liberate them from the racia and prejudice educational 

practices they have had to endure in the pas. 

In the temiinology of Driedger (1989), Key Nonh provided women with ail four 

poles for canopy-building. If land is reconceptuaiized as the economic basis for existence, 

then the skills training can be seen as contributing to this stake. What this training 

program inâicates is that the other three stakes, religion, cultural grounding and 

identification with an ethnic community, are essential to the protective canopy cover. Key 

Nonh was identified by many women in this study as "a start", "a new beginning" and a 

"stepping stone" to achieving "bigger and better things". The personai freedom each 

experienced to detennine how fa they could take their training and/or go on and "do 

more" was attributed to the supportive, non-judgmental, patient instructors who helped 

them to build the canopy. For rnany women, "being given a chance" to try to work, leam 

skills and "prove to themselves" and their employers that they "can cut it" in the 

workforce, in an environment that was sensitive to and respected their lives as Aboriginal 

women, lefi many feeling optimistic about their future. 

Having access to both a Native instrudor and a culturally sensitive non-Native 

instnictor gave students an opporiunity to gain 'double' the insight on how to mentally, 

spintually and professionally prepare for the harsh and often, unfair realities of a "white 

work world" with exposure to cultural skills and knowledge as a grounding which in tum 

helped form a base fiom where to develop both job-specific and genenc skills. in this 

sense, the non-Native instructor acted as a kind of 'bridge builder' between 'their world' 

and the knowledge, experience and understanding of the 'white world' needed to succeed, 



progress and more importantly, survive. Even more imponantly, no one woman 

undervalued the power and influence the other fernale students, instmcton and stafflad 

on their leaniing, development, growth and ability to feel "safe". Many women spoke of 

how they (as had many others) carIied with them into the program "a lot of old wounds" 

that were "stül raw" and by bang totally surrounded by women, more importantly, 

AboriginuI women, was "something [they] needed at the tirne" so as to begin their journey 

of personal, professionai and cultural exploration. 

Key North's practice of 'teaching as healing', as a result, offers many possibilities 

for Native students, especially, Native women, because it is rooted in notions of survival, 

self4eterminatior1, self-sufficiency, and cultural revival as it moves beyond multiculturai, 

assimilation ist and integrative ideologies which disregard cultural education, poverty and 

powerlessness as a distinct First Nations world-view (Regnier, 1995). Native Canadians 

suffered a loss of an identity that was replaced within the colonizer's meaning and 

definition of who they should or should not be. 'Healing education and job training' are 

thus considered to be the complirnentary building blocks empowenng First Nations people 

to gain a masure of control over their life circumstances and they help to create the 

conditions necessary for present and future First Nations to realize the full benefits of 

'their' education system and gain access to training and jobs through the acquisition of 

cultural knowledge and skills. 

Fint Nations' Women Helping H u 1  

The cultural and racial learning Native women underwent dunng their training at 

Key North played a major role in the healing and growing they accomplished both during 
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and after the program. The exploration, co~ection and identification many women made 

with their cultural and racial heritage through the prograrn was, in some part, due to the 

leadership provided by Native women who, in this instance, (the instructon and board 

members) have sought to heal the wounds that have been infiicted by an oppressive 

colonial past as they adapt the content and inethods of education to include Aboriginal 

cultural and heritage perspectives. As a result of European contact, institutions in the 

dominant culture took over responsibilities that were fomerly the domain of women such 

as, education, health and community care of children. Elected band councils, which 

primarily served to emphasize male roles, were imposed under the authonty of the Indian 

Act, replacing decision-making councils that reflected family and clan organization and 

female contribution to comrnunity life (Brant, Castellano and Hill, 1995). 

By being exposed to other Native people (primarily women, both within and 

outside of Key North) many students were able to break fi-ee from the cultural and racial 

sharne they developed growing up in racist and prejudiced communities. This growth in 

turn helped bnng many women to a point of healing where they could begin to identifi 

with "being Nativekd embrace the beauty and uniqueness of their Native ancestry -an 

identity which contests the popular portrayal of 'Indians' as a homogeneous, powerless and 

impovenshed group that solely live on the margins of the economy. 

The process of cultural revitalization was seen in the restoration of traditional 

ceremonies and praaices for women who had not been exposed to their heritage while 

growing up. Women were also introduced (and in some cases, 're-introduced') to many 

aspects of their heritage through learning crafhvork, beadwork, participating in 
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ceremonies and listening to other students and community guest speakers bring awareness 

to First Nations culture and reality. This renewal formeci the basis for cultural heaiing as 

Aboriginal women began to support one another in exploring their roots and moving 

beyond the grief that "has stunted the growth of so many d their people; grief over many 

losses -land, language and sustenance, of generations of children to residential schools, 

foster homes and, too ofken, violent deathn (Brant, Castellano and Hill, 1995, p. 249). 

Identity and cultural renewal has been revitalized by Native women as they reclaim 

their responsibilities, give birth to organizations such as Key North and work to restore 

the balance in male-female, mother-child and family relationships and help create positive 

social change in First Nations families and communities . This positive change was 

illustrated by many women who explained how the leaniing and growing they expenenced 

at Key North had an impact on other areas of their life outside the work world or the 

study world. In many cases, having such a positive expenence with the program led many 

women to relate differently with their families, fnends, jobs and heritage long after their 

training at Key North came to end. Having uncovered (and in some cases, 'recovered') 

the consciousness of who they are and the new found knowledge and confidence in 'job 

skilis' had given many women the strength to continue to assert their cultural uniqueness 

and gain an added edge on life to embrace the future. While the social, spiritual and 

economic damage that has been inflicted upon Aboriginal communities continues to leave 

many First Nations wondering how they can live and work in a society that has 

consistently desecrated their cultural and racial identity and remain Native', these Native 

women have (as have many other Native people across the nation) illustrated that it is 
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walk in both worlds (thein and the white man's) without compromising their hentage and 

traditions. 

Kev North Pronram Recommendations 

Key North's training program operates fkom the conviction of the naffthat their 

students corne from a disadvantaged position in society both as women but particularly as 

First Nations women. Constraints experienced by the women in this study were often 

connecteci to the barriers of finances, child care and Family. Important efforts can be taken 

to ensure that the program continues to offer support and encouragement to al1 

participants. While al1 of the wornen felt that Key North was "a good prograrn", there 

were a variety of issues raised that they felt could make the prograrn "even better" for 

fiiture participants. The following recommendations evolved out of my conversations 

with the women. 

1) Develop an emergency fund that students can access in times o f  persona1 and 

finaacia1 crisis. 

Although for this particular evaluation 1 did not interview women who had 

dropped out of the program in the pst, 1 did have the opportunity to speak with women 

who a) knew other women who had dropped-out of the training and b) had personally left 

the program as the evaluation was being conducted. From these conversations, it became 

clear that women chose to l a v e  Key North prematurely because of the personal and 

financial constraints they experienced outside the program. Some constraints on 

participation included: 1) a lack of fùnds to keep up with dress code, pay "sitters" and take 
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care of other financial obligations such as rent and grocenes; and, 2) an obligation to 

r e m  to their home community because of a pressing family crisis. Having an emergency 

fund that these women can access in times of cnsis may in tum help some women remain 

in training. 

2) Implement a l a s  rigid d m s  code duriag earîier phases of training. 

Some women indicated to me that there was a period of about two weeks where 

they were receiving no money at al1 until they were placed on Key North's payroll. Dunng 

this time, many women expenenced a high degree of anxiety and hstration with having to 

conforni to what many considered to be a "strict dress code" instead of spending money 

on more important necessities such as groceries and city transportation. This 

remmendation is not that the dress code at Key North change but instead, that it's 

implementation be delayed for approximately three to four weeks to allow the women 

(moa importantly, single mothers) time to "catch up" with other necessities in life and put 

together a wardrobe for their training. 

3) Incorporate m o n  Native culture and heritage awareness. 

There were requests by some women for more hentage and language awareness. 

For those who had not been exposed to their culture in the past, the guest lectures and 

activities in which they participated were what many women continued to appreciate long 

after they had completed their training. Be@ming each day with a traditional smudge and 

prayer ceremony was one suggestion made by the women. 

4) incorporate additionai computer and/or accounting software. 

The wmputa and office skills the women gained were very helpfiil both during 
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their placements and upon graduation. Some students did however, feei limited when 

applying for work because they had not gained formal training in accounting software, for 

exarnple. There were specific requests to receive training on the New Views accounting 

package. 

5) Aiiow more time for sk iU I  development. 

The transition Rom the skills development period to the intemal work placement 

for many women appeared to corne rather quickly. Many women mentioned that they 

would have preferred a longer skills development penod in order to be more fully 

prepared for their extemai work placements. A possible suggestion to help alleviate stress 

would be to shorien the intemal work placement from 6 to 4 weeks. Wornen could 

continue on with skills development during that time. 

6) Infonn and advocate for Native women as mothem needing child care. 

According to the women with whom 1 spoke, the main reasons women drop out of 

the training program were related to problems in child care. In some instances, it was 

because wme children had a difficult time adjusting and, in others, it was due to problems 

with "babysittersH. Many women who did not have to rely on babysitters in the past 

explained that they simply did not know what to expect or what to look for in a "good 

sittern. The iife skills cumailum could respond by including discussions about what to 

look for when hiring a new regular or occasional child care worker. 

At the organizational level, Key Nonh and the Friendship Centre could fom a 

pamiership to develop a First Nations child care centre that can provide Native families 

(particulariy, Key North students) with safe, af5ordable and culturally sensitive child care. 



7) Develop an Eaglbh Ianguage eumculum that U suitable for individu& who are 
opcrating on differcnt l e v a  of comprehension including basic, gened and 
advanced. 

This is not an easy recommendation. Women who enter into Key North for 

training bring with them a variety of skills, knowledge and educational backgrounds. Even 

though the training program is oriented towards allowing women the freedom to explore, 

lem and grow at their own pace, instructors do require that students leave Key North 

training with a good knowledge of English that is appropnate for the secretarial field. 

Some women told me they were bored with the matenal they were leaniing in English 

studies while others were ovenvhelmed. By having English leaming resources at 

intermediate and advanced levels available to those students who already enter Key North 

with a sound grasp of the English language could help encourage those women to "lem 

more" while leaving women who do not possess an advanced grasp of English the 

oppominity to work with "the basics" during their training. 

8) Evaluate and provide students with feedback about their work performance 
during iU phascs o f  training. 

While not being fonnailly graded on their performance was appreciated by al1 the 

women with whom 1 spoke, having some sense of how they perfonned on their 

assignments was just as important to them so that they could implement necessary changes 

as they prepared for their placements and the world of work. Some women suggested 

informal, private and confidentid consultations with the instructor(s) that would be 

geared towards illuminating both their strengths and weaknesses. Women participating in 

the program codd bring to such private meetings their own ideas about their progress and 
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seek guidance, affirmation and constructive feedback without feeling the pressure to 

compte 4 t h  the other students. 

Conclusions 

How does Key North rnake a diaerence in their student's lives? What aspects of 

the program did the women feel helped prepare them for the world of work? Were there 

any ideas, styles of relating and philosophies shared in the program that the women 

applied to other domains of their lives outside the work world and the study world? The 

evidence in total indicated that the women felt differently and behaved differently 

personally, professionally and culturally as a result of the training they had received at Key 

North. 

Dunng the analysis of the interview dialogues, it became evident early on that 

there were three main ingredients in the training that "worked" for al1 the women who, for 

the most part, had received little if any, formal training in the past. There were common 

threads that spread across al1 Our conversations that made reference to the training 

environment, pedagogy and cumculum. Time and time again, the women spoke of how 

"cornfortable" and "accepted" they felt as First Nations women leaming in an environment 

that did not impose a rigid learning structure and was accompanied by instnictors who did 

not interfere with their progress. Women indicated early on during our preliminary 

interviews that they chose to attend Key North because it was a Native-women-run 

organization designed solely for Native wornen to receive on-the-job training in computer 

and office-related skills and, as time went on, were pleasantly surprised to also experience 

cultural renewal and knowledge as part of their personal growth and deveiopment. 
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Having the opponunity to experience a leaniing environment that was "aressless" in many 

ways helped facilitate a kuid of inteml  exploration of themselves and extemal 

expio~ation of others and Me in gened. Internally, many women found themselves on a 

joumey towards discoverhg more about themselves as persons and as First Nations 

women. Extemally, Key Nonh was often identified as a stepping stone to achieving 

"bigger and better things" as they exploreci other career and education options. 

For many students, the training pedagogy at Key North was a perfect compliment 

to the "relaxed", "carefree" environment in which they learned. Many women explained 

how they came to realize that learning is done best when you can practice what you have 

been taught while being surrounded by a patient and supportive staff that attempts to 

guide your development rather than direci it . 

While many students I spoke with chose not to punue office work as a career, 

they ni11 felt that the training and leaming they had acquired at Key North was not a waste 

of time but had built their level of confidence. Having the opportunity to leam and grow 

in: 1) an environment that is sensitive to Native culture and 2) with other First Nations 

women who, for the moa part, were in similar life situations, helped many students 

become stronger as persons and more confident in their abilities to approach the 

worworce, other education programs and life in general! 

By being given access to: 1) a cumculum that incorporates First Nations culture, 

history and reality into it's objectives; 2) a staffthat does not deny nor quesiion that First 

Nations individuals presently experience racism at work, school and in their cornmunities, 

and; 3) First Nations role models @oth within and outside Key North) over time 
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empowered many women to break 6ee fiom the cultural shame they developed growing 

up in racist and prejudiced communities. This empowennent, in turn, enabled many 

students to reach a point of healing at which they could begin to identify with their First 

Nations heritage and begin participating in their respective communities. 

Key North reaches out to Native women with training that is sensitive to the tact 

that they corne nom a disadvantaged position in society. Constraints expenenced for the 

wornen in this study were often connected to the barrien they experienced outside the 

program having to do with finances, child care and family. There were women who, 

regardless of the moral and emotional support they received from Key Nonh staff, would 

have expenenced such constraints (and continue to do so) that place them at a high nsk to 

dropsut of any training initiative. Masures can be taken to build in emergency resources 

to help these women out of financial andor familial crises so they too, can remain in 

training. 

The qualitative research method is a valuable approach for examining the process, 

meaning and context of how and what individuals experience in an education and training 

initiative. My initial intention when 1 began planning this research endeavour, was to 

supplement the in-depth interviews 1 gathered from wornen of the January (1 996) intake 

with observations of classroom activities and events with the incoming students schedule 

for the May (1996) intake. 1 had also intended to i n t e ~ e w  board members, Key North 

statfand instructors. Because of the extreme hnding cutbacks that were placed on the 

program in the spMg of 1996, there were no intakes for the time penod 1 planned on 

continuhg with the participatory component of my research. For this reason, this research 
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is more focusseû on the social-psychological level than 1 intended without a broader 

examination of the overail social organkational context in which the prograrn took place 

or a description of the actual cumculum content. Future research, utilizing an 

ethnographie approach, wuld additionally help wiravel the organizational and structural 

elements that help to shape and mould the program into what these women, in this 

instance, have 'experienced'. Gaining additional insight through access to key i n f o m t s  

such as the Key Nonh manager, instmcton, boards members, and prograrn drop-outs 

combined with added detail on 'what actudly happens in the c1assroom' would bring fonh 

additional r k h  information for fùrther analysis and interpretation of the training 

experience. Also, further exploration into how the constant threats to fûnding such 

organizations are so often found to endure can additionally exemplifi how such 

constraints cm shape and mould participant outcornes and expenences. 

Even though this evaluator was unable to gain access to the everyday activities and 

social interactions the women encountered at Key Nonh, this evaluation study was able to 

provide a snapshot of a number of different elements in the training experience. The 

impact Key Nonh has had on the women who participated in this study is evidence that 

the quality of seMces and education can be assured when Native education and training 

offers the practical knowledge of how to live, cope, work and survive in the dominant 

working culture dong with cultural knowledge for personal self-fulfilment, healing and 

growth. The Key North training prograrn is testimony to what has happened -to what 

can and will happen when First Nations women are given opportunities to take control of 

their own lives and their own destinies 
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Appendix A 
Invitation letter to current studentls) 
Dear Student : 

This is a request for volunteers. 1 am condudg research for my Master's thesis at 
Laurentian University which is focussing on Native education and training at Key North 
OfFce Services. This research project is an evduation of the training program you are 
currentiy enroiied h. The project wiii conskt of in te~ews between you and me about 
your goals, ambitions and personal assessrnent of the program. The Board of Directon of 
Key North have approved this project. 

I will be working on the project for the 199996 school year. The students who volunteer 
will be asked to participate in an interview at the end of each program phase. If you are 
interesteci in volunteering for approximately 1 to 3 hours of intewiewing on 3 separate 
oecwions, please sign below and return the fon to the mail box marked 
RESEARCHER 

1 will contact you as soon as 1 receive your form to arrange a suitable time for an 
interview. The first interview will take place during the first week of January, 1 996. The 
remaining two in te~ews will take place about mid April and May, 1996. Please keep in 
rnind that you may change your mind, refuse to answer any questions or withdraw fiom 
the interview at anytime you wish, without penalty. Neither your participation in nor your 
withdrawal fiom the project will affect your standing at Key Nonh. The tapes of the 
inteniews and their transcriptions will not be seen by anyone but myself and my 
supervisor. Your name will be kept confidential and will not appear on any report or 
document. 

Obtaining your input is important to Key Nonh and will help to better the program for its 
future midents. 1 will be pleased to answer any questions you have about the project. 
Please feel free to contact me at the number below anytime pnor to making your decision 
t o  participate. 

Sincerely, 

Zorica Benkovic 
Primary Researcher 
(705) 673 5382 

1 would üke to participate in the interviews. 

Narne: 
please print your name here please sign your name here 

Phone nwnber: 



Appendix B - - 
Invitation letter to graduata 

This is a request for volunteers. 1 am conducting research for my Mastefls thesis at 
Laurentian University which is focussing on Native education and training at Key North 
OtFce SeMces. This research project is an evaluation of the training program you 
participated in. The project will consist of i n t e ~ e w s  between you and me concerning 
your personal assessrnent of the program. The Board of Directors of Key North have 
approved this project. 

1 will be working on this project throughout the 1 995/ 1996 school year. Graduates of the 
program who volunteer will be asked to participate in an interview on one occasion. If 
you are interested in volunteering for an i n t e ~ e w  which would take anywhere fiom 1 to 3 
hours please sign below and retum this fom in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. 

1 will contact you as soon as 1 receive your fonn to arrange a suitable time for an 
i n t e ~ e w  (about mid January). Please keep in mind that you may change your rnind, 
refuse to answer any questions or withdraw from the i n t e ~ e w  at anytime you wish, 
without penalty. Neither your participation in nor your withdrawal from the project will 
affect your standing at Key North. The tapes of the intewiews and their transcriptions will 
not be seen by anyone but myself and my supervisor. Your narne will be kept confidential 
and will not appear on any report or document. 

Obtaining your input is important to Key North and will help to better the program for its 
future participants. 1 will be pleased to answer any questions you have about the project. 
Please feel free to contact me at the number below pnor to making your decision to 
participate. 

Sincer el y, 

Zorica Benkovic 
Primary Researcher 
(705) 673 5382 

1 would like to participate in the interviews. 

Narne: 
please print your name here please sign your name here 

Phone nurnber: 



Appendix C 

Consent formg 

Dear Project Participant: 

Lfyou wish to participate in this research project, please sign this consent fonn. 

As you are aware, I am conducting research at Key North Office Services for my Master's 
thesis. The project is an evaluation of the training program and will consist of in te~ews  
with both students and graduates of the program addressing the question of "how Key 
North makes a différence for you?" 

Ifyou agree, you will be asked to participate in approximately 3 hours of interview time (if 
you are a graduate of the program) and approximately 10 hours over the school year (if 
you are a present student). Upon completion of the interviews, al1 of the tape recorded 
sessions will be transcribed verbatim. Your narne will be kept confidentid and will not be 
used in any report or document. Please remember that you have every right to refuse to 
answer any questions or to withdraw nom the i n t e ~ e w  at anytime you wish, without 
penalty nor will your standing at Key Nonh be affected. 

i would like to have the possibility of contacting you about follow up to any questions 1 
might have about the information you provided. You will be invited to a presentation of 
the final results which will be given to both program staff and students upon completion of 
the project (about mid September, 1996) prior to my writing of the final draft of my thesis 
document. Graduates of the program will be sent a final report consisting of the results of 
the study/evaluation. 

Obtaining your input is important to Key Nonh and will help to better the program for its 
future participants. 1 will be pleased to answer any questions you may have about the 
project and will be available after the interview if you wish to hrther darifi or discuss 
your answers or my questions. 

We encourage you to contact either myself. Zorica Benkovic or my thesis supervisor, Dr. 
Elaine Porter at any time about any concems or comments you might have about this 
research. 

S incerel y, 

Zorica Benkovic 
PNnary Researcher 
(705) 673 5382 

Elaine Porter 
Supervising Researcher 
(705) 675 1 15 1 ext. 42 16 



1 have received a copy of this letter and agree to participate in the interview under the 
conditions outlined above. 

Narne: 
please print your m e  here please sign your name here 

Date: 



Appendix D 

Phase One: Reiim'naty interview questr0ons for cuneni studemts before they stwt 

1. What motivated you to seek employment? 

2. W h y  did you dacide to corne here? 

3. Where did you hear of Key North? (What did they say?) 

4. W h y  do you think other women attend Key Nonh? Explain. 

5. Where do you see yourself at the end of the program? 

6. When thinking of what you really want out of life, where do you see yourself 5-6 years 
fiom now? 

7. How do you think attending Key North is going to help achieve those goals? 

8. Any other expectations of the program you would like to mention that we havent 
al ready discussed? 

Phase two: Interview Quesîions for Graduates 

1. What were you doing pnor to attending Key Nonh? Working? Attending school? 
What was that like? 

2. Why did you choose to attend Key North? Was there anything in particular that 
attraaed you to the program? 

3. Where did you hear of Key North? What did you heu? 

4. Did you have to move or re-locate to attend the program? Off a reserve? What was 
that like? 

5. Did you have to make arrangements for someone to care for your children? What was 
that like? 

6. Where else did you go to school? As a child? As an adult? 

7. What was it like there? 



8. What were you îike there? 

9. Was it similar to or different fiom your experience at Key North? How? 

10. When did you graduate fiom Key North? 

1 1. What have you been doing since you've graduated? 
Any jobs? Have you continued with your education? 
Tell me about it. 

12. Have you had to move or re-locate to pursue employrnent? Education? 
Onto a reserve? Off a reserve? What has that been like? 

The Promam 

13. Do you keep in touch with anyone at Key Nonh? Any Graduates? 

14. What did you enjoy most about the program? The instnictors? The classroom/office 
setting? 

15. What did you least enjoy about the prograrn? The instnictors? The classroom/office 
sett ing? 

16. Where did your practicum take place when you were attending Key Nonh? How did 
it go? Tell me about it. 

17. Would you say that Key Nonh helped to prepare you for that practicum? How so? 
Was there one thing you found to be the most beneficial? Expandl 

18. 1s there anything, would you say, that is special about Key Nonh? 

19. What do you think would make the program (even) better? 
How so? 

20. Would you recommend the program to anyone else? 
Why ? 

2 1. Would you caution people against some parts of the program? 
Which parts? 

Personal Reflections 

22. How supportive or unsupportive were members of your family? In what ways? Your 
Fnends? 



23. Could you desaibe any economic difficulties you had encountered while attending 
Key North? 

24. What role, if any, do you see Key North having in reducing any stress you had 
experiencbd while being a student there? 

25. Do you think that Key North is an important place for Native women to help gain an 
education? Why? Tell me about it. [Expand] 

26. Has Key North made a diierence in your We? Personally? Do you do anything 
differently now? How so? 

27. Do you view life differently now? Has anything become more important to you now? 
How so? Less important? How so? 

28. Was your Native Heritage an important part of growing up? What was that like? 

29. 1s it now? Why? Why not? 

30. What does being Native mean to you? 

3 1. Key North is a training program for Native women. 1s there anything, would you Say, 
that is Native about it? How you are taught? Your instnictors? 

32. 1s there anything that 1 havent asked, that 1 should have? 

Phase Three: Interview Questions for Current Students ajfer thejirsf 14 weeks of 
inslrttction 

1. You've been here for about 15 weeks now, are you glad you attended? Why? 

2. Do you feel that you are meeting the goals you set out for yourself before you began 
the program? 

3. Have they changed at dl? [Tell me about it] 

4. Has Key North had anything to do with that change(s)? How? 

5. What have you enjoyed most about the program thus far? The instructors? The 
officPlclassroom settïng? 

6. What have you least enjoyed about the program thus far? The instructors? The 
office/classroom setting? 



7. What was your happiest day in this prograrn thus fiir? [Tell me about it] 

8. What was your worst day in this program thus far? [Tell me about it] 

9. What have you been leanllng thus fai? Any one thing you think will be most usefùl? 

10. Have you been leaming anything about yoursdf? [Tell me about it] 

1 1. Have you noticed a change in yourseff since you've started? In what way? 

12. Has Key North had anything to do with that change@)? How? 

13. Has anyone noticed these changes? Who and what did they say? 

14. How do you feel about the other students here? The other instructors? Do you see 
any of them outside of Key North? What is that like? 

15. Since you've started the prograrn, how supportive or unsupportive are rnembers of 
your family? In  what ways? Your fnends? 

16. Have you had to move or relocate to attend this progtam? Off a reserve? What has 
that been like? If comrnuting, have there been any problems? 

17. Have you had to make arrangements for someone to care for your children? What has 
that been like? 

18. Could you describe any econornic difficulties you have been encountenng since you've 
started the program? 

19. What role (if any) could you see Key North having in reducing any stress you have 
experienced while being a mident here? 

20. Any ideas as to where your extemal placement will be? Why there? 

21. Anything else you would like to say about your experience here that we havent 
already disnissed? 

Phase Fouc Mt interview schedule 
(P&*cipaantP were not &d queStt*ons they might have annvered in ar earliet 
interview) 

The Pronram 

1. What were you doing pnor to attending Key North? Working? Attending schooi? 



What was that like? 

2. Why did you choose to attend Key North? Was there anything in particular that 
attracted you to the program? 

3. Where did you hear of Key North? What did you hear? 

4. Do you feel that you met the goals you set out for yourself before you began the 
program? What were they? 

5. Have they changed at dl? [Tell me about it] 

6. Has Key North had anything to do with that change(s)? How? 

7. What did you enjoy most about the program? The instructors? The classroom/office 
setting? 

8. What did you least enjoy about the prograrn? The instructors? The classroorn/ofice 
setting? 

9. What was your happiest day in this program? [Tell me about it] 

10. What was your worst day in this program? [Tell me about it] 

11. Where did your practicum take place when you were attending Key Norih? How did 
it go? Tell me about it. 

12. Would you say that Key North helped to prepare you for that practicum? How so? 
Was there one thing you found to be the moa beneficial? [Expand] 

13. Is there anything, would you say, that is special about Key North? 

14. What do you think would make the prograrn (even) better? 
How so? 

15. Would you recommend the program to anyone else? 
Why ? 

16. Would you caution people against some parts of the prograrn? 
Which parts? 

17. Wfl you keep in touch with anyone at Key North? Any Graduates? 

18. What are your plans when you graduate? 



19. Since you've started the program, how supportive or unsupportive are mernbers of 
your family? In what ways? Your Wends? 

20. Have you had to move or relocate to attend this program? Off a reserve? What has 
that been like? If comrnuting, have there been any problems? 

2 1. Have you had to rnake arrangements for someone to case for your children? What has 
that been Sie? 

22. Codd you describe any eccnornic difficulties you have been encountering since you've 
staned the program? 

23. What role (if any) could you see Key North having in reducing any stress you have 
experienced while being a mident here? 

Personal Reflections 

24. Where else did you go to school? As a child? As an adult? 

25. What was it like there? 

26. What were you like there? 

27. Was it similar to or different fiom your experience at Key Nonh? How? 

28. Do you think that Key Nonh is an important place for Native women to help gain an 
education? Why? Tell me about it. [Expand] 

29. Has Key North made a diflerence in your Iife? Personally? Do you do anything 
differently now? How so? 

30. Do you view life differently now? Has anything become more important to you now? 
How so? Less important? How so? 

3 1. Was your Native Hentage an important part of growing up? What was that like? 

32. 1s it now? Why? Why not? 

33. What does being Native mean to you? 

34. Key North is a training program for Native women. 1s there anything, would you say, 
that is Native about it? How you are taught? Your instmctors? 

3 5. 1s there anything that 1 havent asked, that 1 should have? 






